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Christopher's resignation accepted The News' 
Briefs 
Couple found guilty 
of animal cruelty 
LEBANON,Ohio -A 
judge on Thursday found a 
couple guilty of mis- 
demeanor charges that they 
abused 30 goats, a sheep 
and a horse at their Warren 
County farm. 
Municipal Judge James 
Ruppert found William and 
Jean Kilburn guilty of ani- 
mal cruelty. He concluded 
that the Kilburns deprived 
the animals of necessary 
sustenance. 
The couple remain free 
on bond pending sentencing 
in several weeks, after 
court personnel conduct a 
presentenclng in- 
vestigation. 
Each of the charges can 
be punished by up to 90 
days in jail and a $750 fine. 
But even with the multiple 
convictions, Ohio law would 
limit stacking of those pen- 
alties because the charges 
are misdemeanors. 
Warren County's chief 
humane officer charged the 
Kilburns in June with 71 
counts of animal cruelty for 
each of the animals in- 
volved. On Thursday, the 
judge acquitted the couple 
of the remaining 39 charges 
which involved sheep, dogs 
and goats. 
The couple left court 
without talking to report- 
ers, after Ruppert an- 
nounced his verdict to end 
the two-day trial. Defense 
lawyer Tom Cole said he 
would consult with the Kil- 
burns, but expects that they 
will appeal to the 12th Ohio 
District Court of Appeals in 
Middletown. 
The Warren County Hu- 
mane Society has taken 
temporary custody of the 
animals, who remain either 
at its shelter or at another 
farm providing interim 
care. 
The Humane Society said 
it wants to put the animals 
up for adoption. The Kil- 
burns said they want the 
animals returned to them at 
their farm in Turtlecreek 
Township. The judge told 
the lawyers he would decide 
the custody issue soon, Cole 
said. 
Following a complaint 
from a neighbor, in- 
vestigators confiscated the 
animals on June 16. The 
Kilburns pleaded innocent 
to the charges, and said the 
investigators wrongfully 
took the animals. 
Investigators said they 
found dogs with mange in 
filthy conditions and dead 
goats. They also reported 
finding an emaciated and 
blind mare mired in mud. 
Brinkley makes his 
own news 
WASHINGTON - David 
Brlnkley's career is sum- 
med up neatly on the cover 
of his memoir: "11 presi- 
dents, 4 wars, 22 political 
conventions, 1 moon land- 
ing, 3 assassinations, 2,000 
weeks of news and other 
stuff on television, and 18 
years of growing up in 
North Carolina." 
He has been on television 
almost as long as there has 
been television. His style - 
clipped short sentences in a 
wry, sardonic voice - is 
parodied by comedians and 
echoed by wannabe broad- 
casters. 
So It is ironic that the 
76-year-old Brinkley should 
make the news his last week 
as host of ABC's "This 
Week With David Brink- 
ley." 
Barry Schweld 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON ~ Warren 
Christopher's prescription for a 
successor as secretary of state: 
someone who is forceful and has 
stamina 
Basically, he said Thursday, 
diplomacy involves "plowing 
ahead," and not letting the ups 
and downs get to you. 
Why is he leaving? "The time 
simply has come for someone 
else to pick up the baton," the 
self-effacing Christopher said in 
an interview. 
Later, at a White House cere- 
mony Thursday, Clinton hailed 
Christopher as America's elder 
statesman and said he would be 
hard to replace. "Time and again, 
I have reached out to my friend 
for his counsel and support," the 
president said. 
Clinton said he would solicit 
Christopher's advice in picking a 
successor, but had nothing fur- 
ther to say about a new secretary 
of state right now. 
"I owe Warren Christopher a 
debt that extends beyond the 
broad range of his responsibili- 
ties," Clinton said as they stood 
together with Vice President Al 
Gore in the Grand Foyer. 
Seated before them were 
Christopher's wife, Marie, senior 
State Department officials and 
Madeleine Albright, the U.S. am- 
Sen. Thurmond 
denies charges 
of harassment 
Scott Sonner 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON - Sen. Patty 
Murray told Sen. Barbara Boxer 
nearly three years ago that Sen. 
Strom Thurmond tried to fondle 
her on a Capitol elevator, and 
Boxer urged her to make it pub- 
lic. Boxer's spokesman said 
Thursday. 
Thurmond, the 93-year-old 
South Carolina Republican just 
re-elected to his eighth term, de- 
nied the charge, and Murray, 
D-Wash, doesn't want to talk 
about it, her spokesman said 
Thursday. 
"This is an incident that hap- 
pened a long time ago," Murray's 
press secretary Rex Carney said 
from Seattle. 
"Senator Murray dealt with it 
immediately and handled it in a 
way she felt was appropriate and 
since then she has not talked 
about it and doesn't intend to," he 
said. 
"Senator Murray knows what 
sexual harassment is and that 
was not sexual harassment," 
Carney said. "If she ever was a 
victim of sexual harassment, she 
would have done something 
about it" 
Thurmond said in a statement 
Thursday that he had not en- 
gaged in any inappropriate be- 
havior. 
"Throughout my life, I have 
made an effort to show gentle- 
manly courtesies towards wom- 
en: that includes assisting them 
through doors, into vehicles and 
yes - onto elevators. That is the 
same courtesy I believe I was 
showing Senator Murray," he 
said. 
David Sandretti, Boxer's com- 
munications director, said Mur- 
ray related the incident to Boxer 
as it is described in an upcoming 
book. 
The book, "Women On the Hill" 
by former Newsweek reporter 
Clara Bingham, says that when 
Murray got onto an elevator with 
an elevator operator and Thur- 
mond in early 1994, Thurmond 
put his arm around Murray, tried 
to grope her breast and said, 
"Are you married little lady?" 
Sandretti said Murray told 
Boxer, D-Callf., about it "shortly 
after the encounter." 
Parents' Weekend 
topics to include 
Internet, careers 
Maureen Barry 
The BG News 
The benefits of the Internet 
and Career Services will be the 
topics of two presentations given 
as part of the Parent's Weekend 
schedule. 
Linda Dobb, Library dean, said 
she will make an Introductory In- 
ternet presentation for parents at 
10 a.m. Saturday. 
The presentation, which fea- 
tures the World Wide Web, Ohio- 
Link, and electronic mail, will be 
given in the main lobby of Jer- 
ome Library. 
It is important for parents to 
understand that students are 
connected to so many resources, 
and those who are not learning 
about the Internet are not mak- 
ing the most of their University 
experience, Dobb said. 
According to Dobb, the In- 
ternet Is an important resource 
because It allows students to be 
creative in writing papers and 
researching. 
Students can do more wide- 
spread research by looking at re- 
sources from other Universities, 
she said. 
The Internet also offers oppor- 
tunities for students to look at 
corporations and do job searches 
to explore career options. 
"Students can find better jobs 
and find out where other BG 
grads are," Dobb said. 
Dobb said she encourages par- 
ents to buy computers. 
"I would really like to encour- 
age parents to have computers at 
home to communicate with their 
children while they are here," 
Dobb said. 
Another presentation, given by 
JoAnn Kroll, director of Career 
Services, will explain students' 
career decisions. 
"I am going to talk to parents 
See PARENTS, page three 
bassador to the United Nations, 
who is considered a possible suc- 
cessor. 
"Being secretary of state is to 
take part in history's relay race," 
Christopher said. "It's been a 
great privilege to me to have run 
this challenging leg over the last 
four years." 
Earlier, in an interview, the 
71-year-old Christopher said he 
was satisfied that over the past 
four years he had helped make 
the United States "safer and 
more prosperous." 
And he offered this advice for 
Clinton in choosing a successor 
"Somebody who has the capacity 
to provide forceful leadership, 
someone who has great tenacity. 
someone who has a lot of endur- 
ance and stamina." 
Asked to list his proudest ac- 
complishments, Christopher 
cited his role In promoting a ban 
on nuclear weapons tests and an 
indefinite extension of an inter- 
national agreement to curb the 
spread of dangerous technology. 
He also recalled decisions by 
Ukraine and Kazakhstan to sur- 
render the nuclear weapons the 
Soviet Union had stored on their 
territory, and the attention he 
gave to global issues such as 
protecting the environment. 
"Diplomacy is so much work in 
progress," he said. "You simply 
have to keep working at a job like 
this. I take most satisfaction at 
having been steady through 
these four years." 
Clinton is expected to decide 
on Christopher's successor next 
week. Among those believed to 
be under consideration are 
George Mitchell, the former 
Senate Democratic leader; Al- 
bright; Anthony Lake, the presi- 
dent's national security adviser; 
retiring Georgia Sen. Sam Nunn; 
and Colin Powell, the former 
chairman of the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff. 
Christopher did not venture an 
opinion on who should take his 
place. 
He said he would return to his 
See WARREN, page three 
House freshmen want change 
Aim Fram 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON - Their ranks 
thinned by the voters, the fierce 
House Republican freshmen of 
1994 say there will be changes in 
the new Congress but no surren- 
dering their conservative agenda 
of less government. 
"Voters liked the direction we 
were headed, but what we heard 
was, go more incrementally," 
Rep. Mark Souder, R-Ind., said 
Thursday after being easily re- 
elected to a second term. 
From Maine to California, 12 of 
the 70 House GOP freshmen 
seeking re-election were 
defeated Tuesday with a 13th - 
Rep. Jim Bunn, R-Ore. - trailing 
in an undecided contest. Several 
others survived the political 
near-death experiences of ex- 
tremely close races, including 
Rep. Jon Fox, R-Pa, who says he 
now calls himself "Landslide" 
after unofficial returns gave him 
See FRESHMEN, page three 
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E.A.R. to the ground 
Recently, some of us here at E.A.R. central were 
In class together In the epicenter of technology, 
Olscamp Hall. Our professor had reserved (In advance, 
mind you) for a phone line to be hooked up to our 
classroom for the purpose of having a teleconference- 
type call. The professor called later to confirm the 
reservation with the technology folks. However, on 
the day of the class, there was NO PHONE LINE. Walt 
a minute — I thought we were in the spirit of building 
community and being "technologically advanced." 
What's up, tech people? 
•      •      •     • 
Do people's IQ's instantly drop 50 points when it 
begins to rain? One of the E.A.R. staffers was driving 
around in the torrential downpour yesterday and 
noticed that practically everyone on the road drove 
like dolts. This seems to be a universal thing, how- 
ever, because we've also noticed this phenomenon 
back In the towns we're from. 
As if there wasn't reason enough to go home ... 
it's Parent's Weekend! Hide the beer bong and take 
down the obscene posters — it's your last chance to 
make it look as though you're doing something "worth- 
while" up here. 
• »      »     • 
Hey, hell has frozen over! Or. the pedestrian mall 
is open, anyway. Tell us something — was the fence 
taken down just for Parent's Weekend? We're just 
wondering, since this seems to be the weekend when 
the University pulls out all the stops ... 
• •     •     • 
Here's a thought — a rare event has occured — 
the weekend theatre production is sold out from stu- 
dents taking to their parents to the show. Hello! All of 
the theatre shows take a lot of hard work and dedica- 
tion by those involved. Just because your parents are 
here and you need something "wholesome" to do 
doesn't mean you should ignore the theatre depart- 
ment for the rest of year. 
• »      •     • 
If you're tired of reading guest columns from all 
over the country about things not pertaining to us, 
here's a suggestion — write a letter to the editor. Hello? 
Anyone out there? 
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Translate: technological garb 
You are In luck. We at For- 
eign Language Central have 
Eurchased a brand newTrans- 
itor Man XL 500. 
With this device, we can 
now translate any word, 
phrase. Instruction manual, 
Ingredients label, foreign lan- 
guage, road sign, textbook, etc. 
into Plain English so that you 
the reader may have better 
comprehension. (Plain English 
as In American English, not the 
"English English spoken by 
the Bloody English.) 
Let me demonstrate. I Just 
press this button and say. 
Translate: Translator Man XL 
500." 
After a few seconds, a 
computerized voice states. 
"Translator Man: cheap gim- 
mick; X: made In China; L: sold 
for a Large sum of money; 500: 
probably around 500 dollars." 
To tell you the truth, we've 
had this new Translator for 
quite some time now. When we 
first obtained it, we weren't sure 
exactly how to use it. Then we 
lost it. By the time we had come 
up with some Ideas. It was bur- 
ied under the Junk In our room. 
"Hey. have you seen that 
new gadget?" 
TTie thlng-a-ma-Jlg?" 
'No. the whatcha-ma-call- 
it." 
gook. 
■Where was it last?" 
"Under the gobbledy- 
Mather 
"Did you check next to 
that doohickey?" 
"Yeah, it's not there." 
"Oh. 1 guess I don't know 
where It could be." 
We finally found It under 
a pair of sweaty socks. Being a 
state university, we are not le- 
gally allowed to print the trans- 
lation directed toward those 
socks In this newspaper. All we 
can tell you Is that youVe heard 
at least 7 of the words before, 
probably being directed at an 
umpire or referee of some sort. 
Now we have the Transla- 
tor back In our possession, and 
we are wondering what to 
translate. After much arguing, 
we decided to point it at the 
repainted mural on the library 
and say, "Translate: Art." 
"Art: This painting is an 
example of abstract art. When 
you see the side of the library, 
you don't see any particular 
picture. You merely see a 
Jumble of different shapes 
formed together. As a transla- 
tor, you would like me to tell 
what message the artist was 
trying to get across. As with 
most cases of abstract art. 
there Is no message. Unless an 
artist Is able to sell his abstract 
art for a large sum of money. 
In that case the message Is, 
there's one bom every minute." 
We needed something 
more. What else could we 
translate? By now. you're prob- 
ably wondering If we used the 
Translator Man XL 500 to talk 
to the The Graffiti Dairy Cows 
of South Chicago. 
We did. 
The Graffiti Dairy Cows of 
South Chicago may not be fa- 
miliar to everyone, so here Is a 
brief synopsis: By day. the 
Graffiti Cows live and work In 
and around the South Chicago 
area. They hold ordinary Jobs 
and lead ordinary lives (except 
that they never complain about 
the rising cost of milk). For all 
Intents and purposes, they ap- 
pear (yes. It's lame Joke time) 
"uddeny boring." 
By night, they operate the 
largest smuggling operation 
run by cows this side of Jer- 
sey. Milk. cud. sod; you name 
It. they've smuggled it. 
Anyway, through the use 
of our Translator Man XL 500. 
we were able to conduct the 
first one-on-one Interview with 
the leader of this Chicago 
Moofla. Daisy "Mu-Mu" Capone 
and are able to print It here. Q: Hello, Daisy. Or do you 
prefer Mu-Mu? 
A: Mu-Mu will be fine. Q: Well Mu-Mu. Can you 
explain to us why you are called 
the "Graffiti Dairy Cows of 
South Chicago?" 
A:  Certainly. My great- 
fjrandmother. Bessie Capone 
cows are a matriarchal society,: 
last names are passed down to. 
the daughter's) was bought by 
Bobby Joe Capone. the younger 
and less successful farmer 
brother of Al Capone. She. 
quickly picked up secrets of the 
gangster trade, returned to 
Chicago, and set up her own 
organization. Through the use 
of a successful graffiti cam- 
paign In and around the Chi-' 
cago area depleting Hollywood 
stars with milk mustaches, she, 
quickly built up her organiza- 
tion and became the first ever 
"cud-lord." Q: Who's your biggest en- 
emy? 
A: Elliot Shedd. He's been 
after us for years. Not only Is 
he on the board of directors for 
a major margarine corporation, 
he's also lactose Intolerant. Q: Lastly, what do you 
have to say to all the little chil- 
dren out there? 
A: Drink milk. It does a 
body good. 
Questions concerning the 
Translator Man. The Graffiti 
Dairy Cows of South Chicago, 
and my sanity can be e-maUed 
to matner@bgnet. bgsu.edu 
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In a recent article in The 
News, University President 
Sidney Rlbeau is quoted as say- 
ing "It's a tough one. I wish I 
had a quick, easy answer, but I 
don't," when asked why stu- 
dents leave the campus on 
weekends. 
We do: there Is nothing 
here at BGSU! That Is. noth- 
ing for those who don't like to 
eat pizza or hit the bars every 
minute of their weekend. 
Nothing for those who are 
not Into football (some claim 
there's nothing even for those 
who are into football, but we're 
not qualified to Judge that). 
Some of us have neigh- 
borhoods somewhere else that 
we are loyal to. Some of us have 
friends or lovers back home. 
Some of us work or. take care 
of family. 
But for those who stay. It 
has become very clear that the 
Bowling Green campus Is not 
a community yet. 
Those administration 
members who suggest we per- 
form more poorly If we don't 
hang around the Swamp 
enough are not helping much, 
either. 
BGSU traditionally re- 
cruits students from Northwest 
Ohio. In 1990. for example, al- 
most 16.000 of the total 18.040 
students were Ohio residents. 
Within Ohio, the area which 
the Editor 
yet to see how the campus ef- 
fectively embraces and encour- 
ages students who experience 
culture shock, color shock or 
language barriers. 
Where Is the community 
But if we are to extend our own, smaller 
communities across campus, it will take 
some spirit. One example of how it can 
work is the Caribbean Association's 
thirteenth annual reggae tribute to Bob 
Mariey ... 
contributed the largest single 
amount of these students 
(12.54 percent) was Wood 
County (BGSU Resource Plan- 
ning Handbook. 1990-91). 
If students come from the 
Ohio area, they are naturally 
more likely to make trips home 
over the weekends. 
The University thus criti- 
cizes exactly the kinds of stu- 
dents It attracts. 
On the other hand, the 
University does not provide 
enough support for students 
who come from other states, 
countries of cultures. 
Wheras the administra- 
tion seems eager to maintain a 
multicultural profile, we have 
that anchors us here? Living In 
the Midwest without such sup- 
port certainly hampers our aca- 
demic performance. 
If we don't like standing 
around stiffly in cocktail-party 
style, though, we can always 
dance. 
In fact, some of us are do- 
ing that already. But If we are 
to extend our own, smaller 
communities across campus. It 
will take some spirit. 
One example of how It can 
work Is the Caribbean 
Association's thirteenth annual 
reggae tribute to Bob Marley on 
November 16 in the Amanl 
Room. 
Bob Marley was one of 
r 
those people who would not be' 
quieted through pressure, re-' 
lentlessly criticizing Injustice. 
And though he refused to 
give up his Identity or assimi- 
late, he touched and linked an 
immense number of people 
with his music. 
When we talk about com-' 
munlty, we have to keep In 
mind that universities should 
operate In the service of their, 
larger surroundings, not Just 
for the campus population. - - 
We need to make the 
campus resources available to 
people outside BGSU and 
learn from the Interchange. 
Over the years, the 
Marley Tribute has attracted 
not Just students, factulty and 
staff, but people from all walks 
of life In the larger area of Ohio. 
Michigan and Illinois. 
In the spirit of Bob Marley^ 
come listen and dance with us 
If you can. Who knows, maybe, 
even the members of our ad~ 
ministration will give up the 
security of their own homes to. 
get down with the students who 
puzzle them so much ... ? 
Errol Lam 
Professor Emeritus 
Library and learning re-: 
sources 
Nikkl Waller 
American Culture Studies 
> 
m 
m Nation 
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Man arrested for trying to 
hire person to attack wife 
Din Seulert 
The Associated Press 
BOSTON - Pretending to be a 
21-year-old woman, a man went 
online to hire someone to rape 
and sexually mutilate his wife 
But the person Harold Clark- 
son connected with happened to 
be a Massachusetts state trooper 
responsible for searching online 
services for criminals, police 
said. 
"He spent 10 or 15 minutes in a 
public chat room recruiting 
someone to kidnap and torture 
his wife, so I took him In a pri- 
vate room and led him to believe 
I might help him," Lt. Andrew 
Palombo said Wednesday. 
It was that computer connec- 
tion that led to Clarkson's arrest 
Tuesday. 
The 50-year-old machinist 
from Rutland, Vt., logged onto 
America Online last month as 
"Trudy21," and said he was look- 
ing to hire someone to kidnap his 
"sister," beat her with a baseball 
bat, rape her with a champagne 
bottle and commit other sex acts. 
Clarkson said he was looking 
for someone from the Northeast 
to do the Job. 
He provided Palombo with his 
wife's name, their home address, 
her work address and a descrip- 
tion of her car. He made ar- 
rangements with Palombo to per- 
form the acts in the coming 
weeks, Palombo said. 
Meanwhile, Massachusetts au- 
thorities contacted AOL and 
traced "Trudy21" to Clarkson. 
Another trooper contacted him 
and set up a meeting place In 
Rutland, where Clarkson was ar- 
rested and charged with solicita- 
tion to incite a felony to kidnap 
and  torture his wife,  Palombo 
said. 
When asked about motive, 
"Trudy said she wanted essentia- 
lly to repay her sister for what 
she had done to her when she was 
young," said Robert Slkellis, the 
state attorney general's chief of 
special investigations. 
Police nationwide have been 
monitoring the Internet and 
other information services for 
online criminals, especially since 
the killing In Lenoir, N.C., of 
Sharon Lopatka, 35, who told a 
man on the Internet that she 
wanted to be sexually tortured, 
investigators said. 
She was bound with rope and 
strangled while the two had sex, 
police said. Her nude body was 
found Oct. 25, buried near a 
trailer. Robert Glass, 45, a com- 
puter analyst for the Catawba 
County government, has been 
charged with her murder. 
Jaywalking charges dropped against 
young Nation of Islam members 
The Associated Press 
DAYTON - Jaywalking char- 
ges against two Nation of Islam 
members arrested during an an- 
ti-crime vigil have been dropped. 
Law Director Tony Sawyer 
said Wednesday the charges 
were minor misdemeanors that 
carried a maximum penalty of 
$100 and were withdrawn "in the 
best Interests of justice." 
"They were not worth pursuing 
in terms of the resources neces- 
sary to prosecute such a case," 
said Sawyer. 
Innocent pleas on the charges 
had been entered for Bobby J. 
Muhammad, 26, and Benjamin D. 
Muhammad, 27, both of Dayton. 
The men appeared in Dayton 
Municipal Court on Tuesday in 
the black suits, white shirts and 
bow ties worn by male members 
of the sect. They were repre- 
sented by attorney Carl Lewis, 
who said he also attended the 
Friday night vigil. 
"These were good men trying 
to do good deeds when there was 
corrupt activity going on all 
around them," said Lewis, refer- 
ring to drug sales on the block. 
"This (police action) just doesn't 
do anything for racial harmony." 
Tkc AiMCtaMd PTCH 
The conservative movement was the big winner on Election Day, according to Jack Kemp. Kemp, 
who spoke at Dennlson University Thursday said the Republicans have "pulled the president back 
from the far left." 
Waldholtz receives sentence for campaign crimes 
Harry F. Rosenthil 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON - As Ills con- 
gresswoman ex-wife dabbed at 
her eyes, Joseph Waldholtz was 
sentenced to 37 months In prison 
Thursday for felonies that In- 
cluded a $3 million check-kiting 
scheme in her 1994 campaign. 
"I'm relieved my long night- 
mare Is over," said Rep. Enid 
Greene, R-Utah, afterward. She 
wept openly during the court 
session, twisting a handkerchief 
as she listened to the judge chas- 
tise  the  man  she  divorced  In 
June. 
"This Is a very sad day for 
me," she said outside the court- 
room. "It is the end of my mar- 
riage, the loss of a father to my 
daughter." She said she felt the 
need to be there because lt 
"closed a chapter in my life." 
The couple has one child, Eli- 
zabeth, about a year old. 
At least four months of the sen- 
tence was imposed by U.S. Dis- 
trict Judge Norma Holloway 
Johnson because Waldholtz con- 
tinued to write bad checks and 
used heroin while awaiting sen- 
tencing. 
"You admit you committed 
numerous offenses," Johnson 
told Waldholtz, explaining the 
longer sentence. "You did perpe- 
trate fraud on family and 
friends." 
After he pleaded guilty in June 
to four felony counts, the 
33-year-old Waldholtz was free 
on personal bond, agreeing to 
live with his father and step- 
mother in a Pittsburgh suburb. A 
standard clause barred him from 
committing further crimes. In 
September, he was hauled back 
Into court and was jailed by 
Johnson until Thursday's court 
date. 
The offenses included using 
heroin daily, forging a pain-killer 
prescription on the pad of his 
dentist-father, stealing checks 
from his stepmother and forging 
his father's signature, writing 
$24,600 In bad checks to his par- 
ents, charging money on his 
father's credit card and writing a 
bad check for eyeglasses. 
The government had asked for 
a 33 month sentence, the maxi- 
mum under federal sentencing 
guidelines. "You continued on 
your illicit course ... you abused 
the public trust," Johnson said. 
Waldholtz said his misdeeds 
"will haunt me for the rest of my 
life." He expressed regret to his 
former wife, family and friends. 
"I am responsible for every- 
thing alone," he said. 
Johnson rejected the plea of 
AJ. Kramer, the public defen- 
der, that Waldholtz be sent to a 
"boot camp" in Pennsylvania. 
But she said she would recom- 
mend that he serve his term in 
the federal institution in Allen- 
wood, Pa., referred to by former 
Inmates as a "country club" 
among prisons. 
Only last week, U.S. Attorney 
Eric Holder announced that the 
government would not file any 
criminal charges against Greene, 
whose term ends in January 
when the new Congress is sworn 
In. 
Greene previously said she 
would not rule out another run 
and after court said she did not 
know what she will do now. 
Waldholtz will be on probation 
for five years after he finishes 
his prison term and must pay the 
Internal Revenue Service 
$10,920. He also was fined $175. 
FRESHMEN 
Continued from page one. 
a 10-vote victory out of 240,000 
cast. 
Though a lawmaker's first re- 
election contest is historically 
the toughest, the freshmen's at- 
trition rate more than tripled the 
5 percent rate at which all House 
Incumbents lost on Tuesday. 
Souder and others said that 
while freshmen would continue 
to press for tax cuts and reduced 
federal spending during the Con- 
gress that begins in January, 
they would expect to compro- 
mise more with President Clinton 
and Democrats. This contrasts 
with 1994, when after grabbing 
control of the House for the first 
time since the 1950s, triumphant 
freshmen and other Republicans 
spoke of revolution and refusing 
to follow the traditional Washing- 
ton path of cutting deals. 
In large part, the freshmen's 
willingness to strike bargains re- 
flects Clinton's embrace of big 
pieces of the GOP agenda: bal- 
ancing the budget, cutting taxes, 
revamping welfare. The battle 
next year could be over details, 
not hostile philosophical differ- 
ences. 
"What we'll end up doing Is ne- 
gotiating to the lowest common 
denominator," said Rep. Steve 
Largent, R-Okla, another easy 
victor. 
Another GOP freshmen who Is 
an ardent believer In moderation 
is Rep. Phil English, R-Pa 
English, who comes from a 
blue-collar northwestern Penn- 
sylvania district, was one of the 
earliest Republicans to break 
with his leadership and support 
an increase in the minimum wage 
this year. Even so, he was op- 
posed by the AFL-CIO and was 
re-elected Tuesday by fewer 
than 3,000 votes. 
Still, he said Americans on 
Tuesday were asking for more 
moderation - and for results In 
terms of bills becoming law, not 
the focus of veto fights. 
"Republicans who appealed to 
the center did well," English 
said. 
Many freshmen said they want 
House GOP leaders would have 
to move more slowly next year 
than their breathless 1995 sprint 
through "Contract With Ameri- 
ca" bills such as budget- 
balancing and welfare reform. 
This would give Republicans 
more time to win over the public 
to GOP positions, an area they 
said they needed to improve. 
"I hope we focus on a more ef- 
fective way of educating Ameri- 
cans about the benefits of our 
changes," said Rep. George Ra- 
danovich, R-Calif. 
That sentiment, voiced by 
many, Is an Implicit criticism of 
GOP leaders. But freshmen 
Interviewed said they anticipated 
no challenges of Speaker Newt 
Gingrich, R-Ga., and the current 
leadership team - in part be- 
cause  the  leadership  elections 
were scheduled for Nov. 20, giv- 
PARENTS 
Continued from page one. 
ing  potential  challengers  little 
time to organize and campaign. 
Even so, the influence of 
younger, conservative law-| 
makers will only grow with an in- 
flux of about 30 additional GOP 
freshmen next year. And as they 
grow in number and weather 
elections, their confidence 
grows, too. 
"The news is they kept five- 
sixths of us here," said Rep. J.D. 
Hayworth, R-Ariz., who survived 
by 600 votes despite being tar- 
geted by the AFlrCIO, which 
spent $35 million spearheading a 
labor drive to oust Republicans. 
"Despite the best efforts of some 
of the worst Interest groups, we 
survived, we endured." 
about a bit of theory on career 
decision making," Kroll said. 
Kroll said she will tell parents 
to offer support and encourage- 
ment when their sons and 
daughters express concerns 
about career decisions. 
"I will discuss ways that par- 
ents help and caution them about 
how they hinder their sons and 
daughters making well-reasoned 
career decisions," she said. 
Kroll said she will reinforce 
the idea that help is available 
through the Career Services of- 
fice. 
Kroll's presentation will occur 
in 113 Business Administration 
building at 11 a.m. Saturday. 
WARREN 
Continued from page one. 
law practice in California in Jan- 
uary, and would be available for 
local  and  international  assign- 
ments, but was not specific 
Asked if could see himself as 
Clinton's special Mideast envoy, 
Christopher said the task of pur- 
suing a broader peace in the re- 
gion belonged to the president 
and the secretary of state. 
Two years ago, in a talk with 
Clinton, he had weighed stepping 
aside. But Thursday, in his office 
before a White House ceremony, 
Christopher said: "Basically, I 
am not the resigning 'kind. I'm 
not in the business of getting de- 
pressed. You have to keep plow- 
ing ahead." 
He said Clinton was such a per- 
son. 
During   his   four   years,   the 
modest, cautious lawyer oversaw 
a foreign policy that froze North 
Korea's nuclear weapons pro- 
gram, ended a bloody war in 
Bosnia, restored democracy to 
Haiti and enticed Israel and the 
Palestinians Into interim agree- 
ments. 
He was an architect of NATO'S 
Partnership for Peace, bringing 
former communist adversaries 
closer. 
SOLD OUT! sou> oi i: 
Parent's Weekend Saturday Dinner and 
Sunday Brunch Tickets! All "unobstructed 
view" tickets for the Four Tops concert) 
Obstructed view Four Tops tickets will be 
available for half price on Saturday at 5:00 
pm in Anderson Arena. For more information 
contact the Office of Student Activities at 
372-2343. 
SOLD OUT! SOLD OUT! 
GAMMA £HI BETA 
Proudly annouHi^es^fi? newest initiates 
Sarah Brandeberry 
Jennifer Can 
Liza Carrizal 
Michelle Co 
Erica Crisp 
Jenger Down 
Jessica Garre 
Carrie Grigsby 
Nancy Kerr/V^ 
Sarah Mark<fy° 
Elyssa Meade 
Lauri McCloud 
Kathy Neu 
ifer Pepper 
hillips 
Porterfield 
Sexton 
n Shafer 
Spoto 
ntfer Stauffer 
Venema 
Iawna Wiemken 
Tea Williams 
ro 
^e   ^e <gg> 
Buy a football program at the Parents Day Football Game 
Nov. 9 for a chance to win a FREE UAO Sweatshirt. 
Two sweatshirts will be given away during the 3rd quarter. 
For more info call 2-7164. 
Sponsored by UAO 
■■■ ■ ■ 
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Falcons seek redemption against Ferris, U of M 
Key conference matches 
are important to Falcons 
Blake Parttlni 
The BC News 
This weekend the Falcons look 
to rebound from last weekend's 
pitfalls against Michigan State 
and Notre Dame. BG hosts Ferris 
State on Friday at the BGSU Ice 
Arena at 7:06 p.m. The Brown 
and Orange travel to Michigan to 
face the Wolverines on Saturday. 
The Bulldogs bring a 3-5-1 
overall record and stand In an 
eight place tie In the CCHA with 
no conference wins. Ferris is 
characterized by a slow defen- 
sive style of play that leads to 
low scoring games. 
Getting out of the starting 
gates early could be the key to 
BG's success. The Falcons need 
to put some goals on the board 
early to force Ferris to play BG 
hockey. 
"If we get to them early, then 
they have to open up a little bit," 
said BG skipper Buddy Powers. 
"If we don't score early, then 
they will stay in that defensive 
mode and you'll have that low 
scoring games." 
Another factor that must be 
accounted for is Ferris defense- 
man Andy Roach, who leads the 
team with 16 points. 
"The first thing we have to do 
is control Andy Roach," said 
Powers. "He can really get 
wheeling up the ice and make 
some things happen." 
BG cant afford to focus on 
only one player when they travel 
to Michigan's Yost Ice Arena 
Despite being edged by intra- 
state rival Michigan State, the 
Wolverines will be ready to play. 
Michigan boasts a talented core 
of veterans including center 
Brendan Morrison who racked 
up 71 points on 28 goals and 44 
assists. Other threats include 
wingers Jason Botterill and Bill 
Muckalt who combined for a total 
of 60 goals last season. 
BG must make strides from 
last weekend's defensive output 
in order to compete with Michi- 
gan. The squad yielded IS goals 
In two games, while only giving 
up 13 in the past six games com- 
bined. 
"We have to watch our goals- 
agalnst average and keep it 
under three," said senior winger 
Brett Punchard. "We have to play 
a simple hockey game, which is 
dump and chase, and I think we'll 
do fine." 
Senior defenseman Matt El- 
dred says that the Falcons can 
win against Michigan by playing 
BG's brand of hockey. 
"We've got a real talented 
team," said Eldred. "If we play 
good solid [defense] get good 
goaltending, goals, and special 
teams we'll beat them." "When 
we work hard and everything 
comes together, we have a good 
shot at beating them." 
Powers said that BG has the 
formula to beat the defending 
national champs begins with ten- 
acity. "We've got to keep our 
poise and work hard without the 
puck, because when you play 
Michigan you spend a lot of time 
without It," said Powers. "We've 
got to get a fore-check on their 
defensemen and make their guys 
spend some time in their end, be- 
cause when they transition they 
can get up the ice as quick as any 
team in the country." 
Powers said that Bob Petrie 
who gave up elghk goals against 
Michigan State is expected to 
start against the Bulldogs. Mike 
Savard who let seven goals get by 
against the Irish, still sports an 
impressive 2.49 goals-against 
average. Savard will get the nod 
at Michigan. Center Adam Edinger takes a stick from a Notre Dame defender last 
Saturday nlgbt. The Falcons will try to get back on tbeir feet against 
Ferris Sate and U of M this weekend. HldcM Kobayuhl/The BG Newt 
Saturdays game is unfamiliar for 
Bowling Green, Western Michigan 
Scott Brown 
The BC News 
Oh, how times have changed. 
Bowling Green and Western 
Michigan, the winningest foot- 
ball programs In the Mid- 
American Conference in the 
1990's, clash Saturday at Perry 
Stadium (1 p.m., WBGU-FM). 
But a game that had title impli- 
cations the past several years has 
much different implications in 
1996. 
For Bowling Green, It means 
guarding against a second con- 
secutive losing season. For 
Western Michigan, simply means 
breaking into the win column 
during a tumultuous season. 
The Broncos may be out to 
save coach Al Molde's job. WMU 
has had only one losing season 
during his 11-year tenure, but he 
has already been asked once this 
season If he would like to move 
Into administration. 
The fact that the team will be 
playing for Molde concerns BG 
VS. 
WESTERN 
MICHIGAN 
Saturday. I p.m. 
Perry Stadium 
Radio: WBGU-FM (88.1), WFOB- 
AM (1430), WBVI-FM (96.7) 
Television: none locally 
Brown's Pick: Falcons, 20-10 
coach Gary Blackney. 
"Western is a team that has 
struggled but they have played 
hard," Blackney said. "My in- 
stinct is that they are going to 
come in here and play extremely 
hard. 
•Those kids love Al Molde. 
He's an outstanding football 
coach and a fine gentleman. I can 
imagine that he is the type of 
coach that you would want your 
son playing for. I suspect that 
they are going to come in here 
and play hard and try to save his 
Job for him. That's significant 
motivation for somebody that 
you really care about." 
Bowling Green enters this 
game licking its wounds, as well, 
following consecutive losses to 
perennial MAC alsorans in Ohio 
and Akron. The Bobcats and Zips 
are each vastly improved in 1996, 
but the losses have spun BG into 
the face of another losing mark. 
The Falcons regain the ser- 
vices of quarterback Bob Niemet 
this week but lose freshman line- 
backer Joe O'Neill. Niemet has 
been out since the Ball State 
game Oct. 19 with a dislocated 
shoulder and will start. 
O'Neill, the team's second- 
leading tackier, sprained his left 
ankle against Akron and will 
miss this week and possibly the 
season finale at Central Florida 
next week. 
"We're banged up right now," 
Blackney said. "It's that time of 
the year when injuries start to 
accumulate." 
The Falcons will also return to 
the offensive line that started 
against Ohio. That unit has taken 
a lot of fire - reserve quarter- 
back Mark Molk was sacked 12 
times over the past two games, 
including nine against the Bob- 
cats - and Blackney has been go- 
ing back and forth for the past 
few weeks. 
Dontay Hunter and Chad 
McCarthy - a sophomore and 
redshirt freshman, respectively 
- get the nod this week. 
"Younger players in the 
offensive line are going to be 
prone to mistakes," Blackney 
said. "The given is that the older, 
more  experienced  players   ha- 
S«t FOOTIAll, P««* «w- 
Oates, Torre share 
AL manager of year 
Ronald Blum 
Associated Press 
NEW YORK - Johnny Oates and Joe Torre were voted co- 
winners of the AL Manager of the Year on Thursday, the first tie 
in voting in the 14 years of the award. 
Oates and Torre each received 89 points in balloting by the 
Baseball Writers Association of America 
Oates, who led the Texas Rangers to the first postseason ap- 
pearance, got 12 firsts, eight seconds and five thirds. Torre, who 
guided the Yankees to their first World Series title since 1978, 
received 10 firsts, 12 seconds and three third. 
Voting Is conducted before the postseason, and two writers 
from each AL city voted. First-place votes are worth five points, 
second-place votes are worth three and third-place votes are 
worth one. 
It was the first tie in BBWAA voting since 1979, when Keith 
Hernandez and Willie Stargell shared the NL Most Valuable 
Player Award, and Alfredo Griffin and John Castino split AL 
Rookie of the Year. The only other ties have been for the 1976 
NL Rookie of the Year (Butch Metzger and Pat Zachry) and the 
1969 AL Cy Young Award (Mike Cuellar and Denny McLaln). 
Torre, 56, took over from Buck Showalter after the season in 
the 21st managerial change since George Steinbrenner pur- 
chased the Yankees in 1973. He became the second Yankee to 
win the award, following Showalter, who was voted first in 1994. 
Torre, who previously managed the New York Mets, Atlanta 
and St Louis, became the third former MVP to win the manager 
award, joining Frank Robinson and Don Baylor. 
HOMC HOCKCV TONIGHT VS. FCRRIS STAT6 AT 7 P.AA. 
Students: Remember to get uour tickets by 5:00 P.M. 
FALCON'S L 
(Well, Home 
AST STAND 
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Football Volleyball 
BG BG 
VS 
Toledo 
7:00 pm 
(At BG Highschool) 
VS 
W/estern /Michigan 
1:00 pm 
Parent's Day 
University Bookstore 
will be closed 
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BC football player wrongly accused 
Jimmy Golen 
Associated Press 
BOSTON - Suspected but 
cleared In the Boston College 
gambling scandal, cornerback 
Kiernan Speight said he will 
skip Saturday's game against 
Notre Dame because "my 
heart Isn't in it." 
Speight, who turns 19 on 
Sunday, said he will return 
with his family to Washington, 
D.C, to rest and think about 
whether he'll rejoin the team 
for the season's last two games. 
Boston College suspended 13 
players this week for gam- 
bling, including two who bet 
against their own team. Al- 
though he was one of five 
players accused by teammates 
of gambling, Speight was not 
suspended, and his attorney 
said he has been exonerated by 
Middlesex County District At- 
torney Thomas Rei 11 y. 
"I've done everything BC has 
asked me to do. When the situa- 
tion took place, I felt like there 
was no one on my side," 
Speight said Thursday in the 
office of lawyer John McBride. 
"Somebody should tell me how 
my name was put in. Somebody 
should apologize." 
Speight was identified in 
newspapers after reporters 
watched through a windowed 
door as coach Dan Henning and 
the team's captains confronted 
him and three teammates. 
The other three players were 
among the 13 suspended 
Wednesday. Speight suspected 
he was included in the group 
because he was close friends 
with the other three. 
"We were recruited 
together, came here together 
in a summer program. If I want 
to get a pizza, they'll spot me a 
little money. Next time, I might 
spot them," he said. "That 
hasn't changed." 
But they never bet together, 
Speight maintained all along. 
"If a campus bookmaker was 
sitting on your head," he said, 
"I wouldn't know it" 
Speight's father, John, said 
he tried to talk Kiernan into 
playing, but respected his son's 
decision. Kiernan Speight said 
his decision was based on a 
combination of concerns: that 
he isn't physically ready after 
a week without practice; that 
he isn't emotionally ready; and 
that it wouldn't be fair to the 
player who has been practicing 
in his place all week and ex- 
pecting to play. 
"After all this, my heart isn't 
in it," Speight said. "I feel kind 
of torn up inside." 
Speight said he will watch 
Saturday's game against No. 17 
Notre Dame. 
"There are some people on 
that team who are my friends 
and who I have a lot of respect 
for," he said. "I wish them 
well." 
Lavin named 
UCLA's new 
hoops coach 
Beth Harm 
Associated Press 
LOS ANGELES - Steve Lavin 
awoke Thursday to his first full 
day as UCLA's basketball coach 
only to find nothing had changed 
from the day before. 
The buzz about Jim Harrick's 
swift and sudden firing a day ear- 
lier still dominated the airwaves, 
the newspapers, the water cooler 
and the Paciflc-10 Conference 
coaches. 
Lavin's mind overflowed with 
thoughts of Harrick, who hired 
the 32-year-old as a volunteer as- 
sistant five years ago and pro- 
moted him to the top assistant's 
Job at the end of last season. 
Now, he takes over a storied 
UCLA program that Harrick was 
forced to leave because of a vio- 
lation involving extra benefits to 
current players and lying about 
an expense report. 
"I'd be a robot or a machine if I 
didn't have a mixed bag of emo- 
tions." Lavin said. "But, at the 
same time, I'm the head coach 
and what we need to do is, and I 
don't mean to sound cold and cal- 
loused, but we need to live to- 
day." 
Publicly, Lavin is trying to 
focus on the season that begins in 
two weeks. Privately, he and the 
players havent let go of their 
feelings for Harrick. 
At Lavin's suggestion, he and 
the team visited Harrick and his 
wife, Sally, at their home 
Wednesday night. For 2 hours, 
they swapped stories and 
watched videotapes of the 
Bruins' 1995 NCAA champion- 
ship run. 
Hey you! 
Associated Prvn 
Mike Tyson, who will be defending his WBA title belt against Evander Holyfleld In a Saturday night 
bout. 
"It was probably the first time 
he'd smiled and laughed since the 
decision," forward Charles O'- 
Bannon said of Harrick. "We 
talked about things of the past, 
some of the things he used to say 
in practice. 
"This is a troubling time for 
him and his family, especially 
Mrs. Harrick. She's having a 
tough time dealing with this be- 
cause basketball is their life, and 
it was Just taken from them." 
Lavin   also   suggested   the 
Bruins dedicate their season to 
Harrick, whose record of 191-63 
in eight seasons is second only to 
John Wooden's in UCLA history. 
Lavin's elevation from top as- 
sistant to head coach comes after 
eight years of kicking around the 
bottom of college basketball's 
coaching ranks as an unpaid, 
part-time or restricted-earnings 
assistant. 
Before Harrick hired him five 
years ago, Lavin spent three 
years  as  a  graduate  assistant 
under Gene Keady at Purdue. 
"My training and preparation 
for this Job could not be better," 
Lavin said. "I'm young, but I'll 
learn from the players. I'll get 
feedback from a very small 
counsel of coaches." 
Count on Harrick being part of 
that group. Lavin has made no 
secret of his intense loyalty 
toward the scorned coach. 
"I really, really feel bad for 
Stevie Lavin," Harrick said 
Wednesday. 
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Friday Mi 
Sarah Ward & Corey Follick 
Cindy a Doctor Rock 
Kelly E. a Chris 'The Funk" Hartley 
Kate Ryan a The BIO Brown DAWG 
Farwig a Hop-A-Long 
Shawna a Mike 
Smokin' Elian Lang a Phil Briggs 
Holly a Chadti 
Anna Moshier a David Cassidy 
Polly a Davy Jonas 
Stacy Piazza Conway a Brandon Wray 
Jody Bomb a The Rat Holbig 
Kramer a Braving 
Cobay Kloos a Scon Almand 
Hilary a Jason 
Meredith Long a John Florkey 
Sprinkler a John Travolta 
Cham lock a Donnia Osmond 
Funk a Fireman Abie 
Laura Mausser a Jeff Brown 
Laura Keller a Joey Scott 
Sara Crowe a Mlka 
Victoria a the Invisible Man 
Jean Enneper a Ryan Krischan 
Short (ScotUe) a Shorter (Kristen) 
Carol Claibourne a Matt Jones 
Sharon Doroba a Ken Sobecki 
Emily Brattel a Ethan Ogle 
Laurie Poprik a my Two Jeffs 
Carrie Zimmer a Anthony Ceresa 
Chrlsti Merrick a Brian Rentsch 
Lisa Imel a Joe Fetron 
Les, Mails a Jen (in spirit) 
Sara Brewer a Sean Carr 
Karia Ayoup a Eric Toppin 
Meghan "Snow White" Harris a "Jlvln" Jason Buehner' 
Jennifer Pijor a Tim Burger 
Stephanie Libby a "The Disco King" 
Kelly Cline a Tony 'pimpkln holding" Berois 
Laura Thompson a Chris Tillman 
Hoggs *a Kisses* a Pete "disco king" Urel 
Michelle Wade a Brandon "dancing man* Deagley 
Rachel a Scott Baio 
Jennie Ziegler a Fred Ross 
Rachelle Miracle a Scott Brown 
Abby Barr a Jeff Kindell 
Mork a Mindy 
Toria Dearing a Jeff Rouse 
Susie Kautfman a Ben Ballou 
IHiivcr 
Ohio U. vs. Miami 
to be new territory 
for the universities 
Rusty Miller 
Associated Press 
Uncharted territory. That's 
where the Ohio University foot- 
ball team is headed Saturday 
when it goes to Miami of Ohio. 
Certainly not during their ca- 
reers - and probably not during 
their lifetimes - has Ohio played 
a game of so much import in the 
month of November. 
"It's a situation where people 
are still buzzing about football," 
Ohio coach Jim Grobe said. "U- 
sually, this time of the year 
they're talking about basketball." 
But not this year. The Bobcats 
share the Mid-American Confer- 
ence lead with Ball State heading 
into weekend play. Those two, 
along with third-place Toledo and 
fourth-place Miami, still have 
hopes of winning the title. 
Ball State (6-3 overall, 5-1 in 
the MAC) has won six in a row as 
it prepares to host Kent (2-7, 1-5). 
Toledo (5-3, 4-1), still smarting 
from its first loss in the MAC 
since the last game of the 1994 
season, closes out its home 
schedule against Central Michi- 
gan (5-5,4-3). 
Other games find Akron (4-6, 
3-4) riding a three-game winning 
streak into its game at Eastern 
Michigan (2-8, 2-5) and Western 
Michigan (0-9, 0-6) trying to 
avoid its first 10-loss season 
since 1975 when it plays at Bowl- 
ing Green (4-5, 3-4) which has 
dropped three in a row. 
Miami (5-5, 5-2) vs. Ohio (6-3, 
5-1) figured to be a big game, but 
not because Ohio would have 
anything at stake. Miami, the 
preseason favorite, won last 
year's meeting 30-2 and holds a 
42-28-2 edge in the series. 
But while Miami stumbled with 
three straight losses early, in- 
cluding a 14-10 setback to Bowl- 
ing Green, and then a shocking 
10-7 defeat at Akron, Ohio has 
come on strong. 
FOOTBALL  
The Bobcats haven't really had 
a bad game. They have shut out 
three of their last five opponents 
and their only loss over that span 
was in overtime to Ball State, 
30-27. 
Now they find themselves 
needing a win at Miami and at 
home Nov. 23 against Toledo to 
assure themselves of no worse 
than a MAC co-championship. 
"At least the kids think they 
have a chance to beat Miami," 
Grobe said. "That's a switch. In 
the past, when Ohio played Bowl- 
ing Green or Miami or some of 
the other elite teams In the MAC, 
they just couldn't compete with 
that upper echelon." 
Now they've proved they can. 
But they still need help to win the 
league title. If the Bobcats win 
their last two MAC games, they 
still need someone else to knock 
off Ball State to take the bowl 
bid. 
The Cardinals are the only ones 
who control their own destiny. If 
they beat Kent and Toledo at 
home, they go to the Las Vegas 
Bowl no matter what Ohio does 
because of the head-to-head vic- 
tory. 
Defending champion Toledo 
needs Ohio to beat Miami while it 
is winning its last three games in 
order to clinch a return trip to 
Las Vegas. 
Miami remains alive but needs 
to beat Ohio and then have 
Toledo win at Ball State for It to 
sneak into the bowl picture. 
Manager 
of the Year. 
Voting tor the 1996 American League 
Manager of the Year Award, with met-, 
second- and third-place votes and total 
points on a 5-3-1 bests: 
Continued from page Four. 
ven't been able to get it done. 
"It doesn't serve any purpose 
to maintain the status quo. Why 
not put the younger guys in, see 
if they can get better and help us 
to win some games. They are 
probably going to make some 
mistakes, but at the same time 
we have to keep building for the 
future." 
The game will be the last for 12 
Falcon seniors, including Court- 
ney Davis, Joe Mazzone, Jacque 
Rogers, Shawn George, Eric 
Starks, Tony Everhart, Damon 
Smith, Steve Sheets, Steve Hart- 
ley, David Farrall, Dave Bru- 
howskl and Key Ian Cates. 
Manager, team 1st 2nd 3rd Tot 
Johnny Oates (tie) 
Texas Rangers 
12 8 5 89 
Joe Torre (tie) 
New York Yankees 
10 12 3 St 
Lou Piniella 3 4 8 35 
Seattle Manners 
Mike Hargrove 
Cleveland Indians 
2 3 3 22 
Buddy Bell 
Detroit Tigers 
1 - - 
Devey Johnson 
Baltimore Orioles 
- - 4 
TomKeNey 
Minnesota Twins - - 4 
Art Howe 
Oakland Athletes - 1 - 
Kevin Kennedy 
BostonRedSot - - 1 
AP 
WBGU 88.1 
FALCON HOCKEY 
at Michigan 
Saturday 6:45 pm 
Catch BG against its 
arch-rival in a critical 
early season clash! 
Friday Hockey 
vs. Ferris State 
6:45 pm Airtime        JEJF 
Saturday Football 
vs. Western Michigan 
12 noon Airtime 
On-The-Line Sports Talk 
Saturday after Football 
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Classified 
Ads 
372-6977 
CAMPUS EVENTS 
3-on-3 Toumamenil 
Sauntay.Nov.16 
Sign up MM Weo*. Nov. 13 
m tie Rec Center Pro Shopi 
Alphs Lambda Delta 
ATTINnON MEMKR9:TUTOflS NEEDED! 
WouW you ba Inlereesed In tutoring 
College,eecondary,or   alamanlary   slu- 
dents? 
H eo contact Shannon Bockbradar 
atSTCOMI 
SOI BARLEY REOOAE TRI BUTE 
with 
THE ARK BAND 
SaL Nov. 16 ■ 930 PM Amani Room (Com- 
mona). A Canbbaan Aaaoc. annual avanl. En- 
trance fiae; donation* lor BG bod panlry wal. 
CREPE SALE 
Tha Fran* Houaa « having It* Annual Craoa 
Saw lh« Sai. from 10am-ipm. Only 11 par 
crape. Oon'i miaa ttva great Franch tradition. 
CREPE SALE 
Financial AldrMudy Abroad Uaallng 
Coma warn tha financial aid procaaa for study- 
ing abroad at 2:00pm on Thursday. Fabruary 
13 m ma Faculty Lounga ol rna Union   CM 
372030811 you hava any quaabona.  
FREE BOOKS 
aaoAKVCaoiaSO 
Glow In tha Oark Bowling 
Support BGSU TENPIN CLUB 
Friday. Nov. Mi. 11pm - 2am 
$10 toe bowling, ahoaa. 
karaoke and tun. 
AL-MAR Colonial lanes 
MalnSlraal 
Green* Meeting 
Thursdays. 9pm 
■ 313Tnunum<UCF) 
Uva wdeconference - MULTIMEDIA CAMPUS 
DIVERSITY SUMMIT - take* place on 
Wadnaactay. Nov. 13 Iron, / 00-9 «5pm in Ols 
camp 113. Sponsored by *ie Offioa of Aca- 
demic Affairs and rha President's Human Re- 
laboni Commiaaon. Dtacuaa iaauaa of divar- 
any at BGSU and at over 200 other collage 
campuaaa. Your chance to apply critical 
thought and analysis to tha droennona of 
rjvaraly In a aafe anivtronmant. For informa- 
tion call 37a-2M2. 
Pteaee help our local achoola by saving your 
General Mils BOX TOPS FOR EDUCATION 
Local achoola wil receive funding for each 
BOX TOP collected. Examples: Tm. Cheenos. 
vYheaoes Please place the box tops in enve- 
loped found acroaa and off-campua. Thank 
youlFmmlPC102. 
Prairw Margins is Back 
Warned Soon 
Submit your tterature 6 artwork 
For Into cal Kety 3S3-1383 
Senior Portraits 
Due to the tremendous response wa received. 
Carl Wolf Studioa wil be returning to campus 
on Jan. 27-31. Thie wil ba rha final visit this 
school yea/ and wil only last 5 days Cal tie 
yearbook offioa at 372-8086 with any ques- 
tion* 
SPADES TOURNAMENT 
Wed. Nov. 20 730pm 
Otl-Campus Student Center 
15 per team - Bursar able 
2 people per learn 
Pnzes awarded to lop 3 Hams 
Sign Up in tha UAO offioa. 330 Union 
Laatday to aign-up ta 11/14 
Sponaorad by UAO I Off-Campua Student 
Center. For more Into cal 2-7164 
USG • USG • USG • USG 
Lot* talk about III 
Al students, staff, lamily. and friends are in- 
vited to respond to the diversity bulletin board 
(In the Union acroaa from the Into Oeak). Tha 
Multicultural Diversity Summit iacormngll 
Let's talk about HI 
USG • USG • USG • USG 
V A Dare 
Fokband 
Fri. Nov. 6,7pm 
Bowling Greenery 
•FREE* 
For more into, cal 2-7164 
Sponaorad by UAO 
WFAL Preeente: 
The Mighty Mighty Bue Trip! 
Sign up to win free passed and 
transportation to see the 
Mighty Mighty Boeetones 
today 11 amSpm in the Union Foyer 
LOST & FOUND 
FOUND Mountain Bike 
Call 352 0659 
to identity/claim 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Anxious about speaking In public or In 
tha elaaaroom? Brief workshops offered 
tree through the Psych Services Cantor 
Call 372-2540 to sign up  
For alterations 
General Sewing .etc 
Call 354-1008 
FORGOT TO ORDER 
GRADUATION ANNOUNCEMENTS? 
PERSONALIZED ANNOUNCE ME NTS 
READY IN 48 HOURS' 
HIGH QUALITY a 
MINIMUM ORDER OF ONLY 15 
BEE GEE BOOKSTORE 
353-2252 
FREE CELLULAR PHONE 
FREE WEEKEND CALLING 
FREE LONG DISTANCE 
Free cal waiting 30 miny par mo. 
American Cellular - Air Touch Cellular 
Call Tadak 419-356-2005 
Need a FREE tutor 7 
YOU CAN COUNT ON 
Alpha Lambda Delta 
For more mformatcn contact 
Shannon Bockbradar al 372-3961 
Pregnant? 
Free pregnancy tests Confidential and caring 
354-4673 BG Pregnancy center.  
Typing Services- Resumes. Term Papers. 
Thesis. Dissertations etc. 
Cal 3S2 6705 (9am -9pm) 
PERSONALS 
•1A Cancun 6 Jamaica Spring Break Specials> 
7 nights air 6 hotel from $3991 Price* increase 
soon - Save $S0> Save $150 on food, drinks. 6 
free  pa/ties'  111%  lowest price guarantee! 
apnngbreaktravel.com t 800 678 6386 
ft A Spring Break Bahamas Parry Criseei 6 
days S279I Includes al meals. Free parties 
Taxes' Great Beaches & Nighrjifel Prices In 
crease soon - Save $501 apringbreak- 
travel.com 1-800-876-6396 
01A Spring Break Panama Cityi Boardwalk 
Beach Resort' Bast Hotel. Location. Price! 7 
mghia (1291 Daytona - Best location $1391 Co- 
coa Beach Hilton $1691 spnngbreak.travel.com 
1-800-6788386 
•"LtVE AND STUDY IN FRANCE "• 
An experience of a liienme' Pamcipaie m the 
BGSU Academic Year Abroad Open IO all stu- 
dents with good standing having completed 
French 202. kilo mealing Wed.. Nov 13, 
730pm at Franch House loop MacOonakf 
Ouad) or contact AYA office 372-7146. 223 
Shane! Hell 
ADP (Automatic Data Processing) ia seeking 
Marketing/Business on IPC Servors Graduat- 
ing al May or August for a part time sales in- 
ternship for Spnng Semester 97. Must ba in- 
terested m a career m sales) May toad to hire. 
Bring resume and unofficial transcript to Coop- 
erative Education Program. 310 SadrJermre 
Sudani Services Bldg 2-2451 by Nov. 11 to 
apply. 
ALPHA PM • THETA CHI 
Thank you Thela Chis 
tor Kissing Carnations 
Love the sisters of Alpha Phi 
ALPHA PHI ■ THETA CHI 
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!! Grants 1 
scholarships available from eponeore!!! No 
prepayments eve*!!! safCeeh for col- 
legs W For Info: 1-800-243-2435.  
BGSU students Join 10.000 other colege stu- 
dents from around the country m an exploration 
of the ways things are and the way they could 
be Live national videoconlerence on diversity 
issues MULTIMEDIA CAMPUS DIVERSITY 
SUMMIT On Wednesday. November 13 from 
7 9 45pm in Oscamp 113. For information can 
3722682 
CAMPUS POLLYEYES 
Featuring over 50 
different import and domestic beers 
Smorgasboard Dairy $4.4911am - 4pm 
$5.25 4pm -10pm 
440 E. Court St. 
COME SEE 
SEVEN BABES IN BATHING SUITS 
Women'* Water Polo Tournament 
SaL 12:00 - 400 at Cooper Pool 
FREE FREE FREE 
Flags. 
Thank you tor working so hard this 
CongratulatonsonaiobwelldOhe. 
Good Luck on Saturday. 
Tha Squad Leaders 
FORGOT TO ORDER 
GRADUATION ANNOUNCEMENTS 
PERSONALIZED ANNOUNCEMENTS 
READY IN 48 HOURS' 
HIGH QUALITY* 
MINIMUM ORDER OF ONLY IS 
BEE GEE BOOKSTORE 
353-2252 
FREE BOOKS 
WFAL 
680 AM/Cable 50 
Glow In the Dark Bowling 
Support BGSU TENPIN CLUB 
Friday. Nov. 8th i tpm - 2am 
$10 tor bowling, shoot, 
karaoke and fun. 
AL-MAR Colonial Lanes 
Main Street 
INTRAMURAL ADVISORY BOARD APPLI- 
CATIONS DUE: GET INVOLVED H INTRA 
MURALS" APPLICATIONS ARE BEING AC- 
CEPTED FOR THE MTRAMURAL ADVISO 
RY BOARD FOR SPRING 1997 M THE IN- 
TRAMURAL OFFICE. PICK UP AN APPLICA- 
TION IN 130 PERRY FIELD HOUSE AND RE- 
TURN TOM OFFICE BY NOVEMBER 18. 
JOEFETRON 
Be ready to get your Groove on Tonight 
Love. 
Lisa 
JOEFETRON 
KO' ALICIA BURQE ' KO 
The sisters of Kappa Delta would Ilka to thank 
our sister of the week tor all her hard work. 
You're doing great! 
KD* ALICIA SURGE'KD 
KO' JENNIFER HAMILTON ' KO 
Tha sisters of Kappa Delta 
would like to thank our 
sister of the weak tor 
all her hard work and 
dedication. You'redoing 
agrealjobl 
KO• JENNIFER HAMILTON ■ KO 
KO' KAREN MCCANN ' KD 
Tha sisters of Kappa Delta would like to con 
gratulate Karen on receiving the scholarship 
pearls tor all her herd work! 
KO * KAREN MCCANN * KO 
PM MU PANCAKE BREAKFAST 
ALL YOU CAN EAT FOR $2.00 
WHEN: NOV. 17 AT 10 30-2PM 
WHERE: ST. THOMAS CAFETARU 
Benefits Project (Health opportunities tor peo- 
ple everywhere). 
BURSARABLE-TICKETS ON SALEM 
THE UNION FOYER NOV. 11 - 150ft 
CALL 372-2750 
Senior Ponraila 
Due to the tremendous response we received. 
Carl Wolf Studioa wil be reurning to campus 
on Jan. 27-31. This will Be the final wait thia 
school year an wil only last 5 days. Call tie 
Yearbook offioa al 372-8086 with any ques- 
tions 
T.O/e Campus Comer 
VlsilT.O.'s this parents weekend 
tor cuetomized BGSU sportswear 
Want to aee the USA? 
Spend a semester on exchangel 
In-stale tuition and credits transler I 
THE NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE 
Information Seasion: 
Wad. Nov. 13th. 330pm 
Slate Room -3rd floor Union 
Call Co-op office. 2-2451 tor more Into. 
WFAL Present*: 
The Mighty Mighty Bue Trip! 
Sign up to win t-ee passes and 
transportation to aee the 
Mighty Mighty Boeetonee 
today 11 am-Spm in the Union Foyer 
Would you Nke to spend your Spring Break 
In New York City to learn about poverty end 
racism Rrat hand, and akto earn $ hour* 
credit In Ethnic Sludlee For more Information 
eel BIIThompaon at UCF Center 352-7534 
You're doing a G REAT )ob MacWeat Hall 
council Keep up tie good workl Mao-tha 
besl is m Weslll 
WANTED 
1 non smoking female sublease needed tor 
Spring "97. 2 bedroom apt. - own room. 
$l56mTrh.util. Cal Shannon Q 354-3003 
2 4 Suoleasers needed for Spring 97. Furni- 
shed, dose to campus, reasonable rant. Cal 
Jenpr|rjtrenO3S2-9860.  
Female lublaaur for Perryeburg Apt. 
20 min. from BG. own room, $180/mo * util 
Can 686-4294 altar 4pm 
Female Subleaser Needed. Spring -97. Own 
Bedroom (2 bdrm apt)Free May rant and 
cable 1 block from campus, call anytime 
354-6130. 
F em ale Sublease. Needed ASAP 
Call 354 2346 or 354-6116 
Share Very Very nice houaa. Lass than one 
block to BGSU. Own room plus tots of extras 
$285/mo. pkia utilities and deposit Cal 
419-365-5620. 
WANTED - Sublease, for Spring 97 
Own bedroom In houaa. Close to campus. 
$19IVmo. • gas A etoc. 353-3245 ask tor 
Missy or Erin. 
WANTED: STUDENTS. FACUL- 
TY/ADMINISTRATORS ANDSTAFF TO 
PARTICIPATE IN LIVE VOECtCONFERENCE 
ON WEDNESDAY. NOVEMBER 13 FROM 
7-9:4SPM M OLSCAMP 113. THE MULTIME- 
DIA CAMPUS DIVERSITY SUMMIT WILL AL 
LOW YOU TO EXPLORE LIVING ANO- 
LEARNING IN A PLURALISTC SOC»=TY - 
L HERE AND AT OVER 200 OTHER COL- 
LEGE CAMPUSESI CALL 372-2682 FOR IN- 
FORMATION. 
HELP WANTED 
ai Awesome Trtoel Hundrede of Student* 
Are Earning Free Spring Break Trip* A 
Money! Sell $ Trip* A Go Free! Bahamas 
Cruise $279, Cancun A Jamaica S3M, Pan- 
ama      Clty/Diylons      111*1 
www.aprlngbraaklraval.eam 
1-8O0-87$838» 
Accepting appkeatona tor ful service gaaokne 
attendants. For more Into call: 
352-8431 
Cashiers - Barney's Convenience Mart 
998 S. Main A1091 N. Main accepting 
apphcattona. Benefits A shift differential 
Apply in person 
CRUISE SMPS NOW HIRING 
Earn up to $2,000 . /month 
working on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour Com- 
parsea. World travel. Seasonal A ful Dm* em- 
ployment available. No experience necessary 
For more intormanon cal 1 -206-971 -3550 axt. 
C55448. 
Deli Help needed lor tie new Barry's Baoeli m 
Porrysburg. Riverplace Shopping Mall. Fuarpt 
Dm* positions avwlabte. Applications being ac- 
cepted al any Barry's Bagels location or cal 
872-4700. 
Earn cash stuffing envetopee at horn*. All ma- 
toriala provided. Send SASE to P.O. Box 624. 
Olalhe.KS 66051. 
Ful Tlma/Pari Time flexible schedule. Easy 
work, no experience. Earn $300-$600 wkly at 
home guaranteed Call 7 days (407) 8752022 
Ext. 0561 H44. 
Looking tor a career and nol jusl a job? Provid- 
ing care and training to adults with mental re- 
lardaliorVdevelopmentaJ disabilities is s re- 
warding and challenging   career opportunity 
Several pen bme and sub positions now avail- 
able staring at $755 par hour. Part time posi- 
tion* after 90 days will receive $9 05 - 
t $14.77rhr based upon experience Sick leave 
and vacation benefits tor pan time employees 
Experience not required Part time positions 
available in Bowling Green, Portage and Wai- 
tyidge Application may ba obtained from tie 
Wood County Board of MR/DO. Entrance B. 
11160 E Gypsy Lane Road. BG, 800am -430 
pmEOE.  
NATIONAL PARKS 
HIRING 
PoeDona are now available at 
National Parka. Fcrests A 
CASEY'S is hiring 
All shirts - flexible schedules 
1025 N. Mash-BO 
WedilePn 
Excellent benefits A bonuses' 
Cal: 1 -206-071 -3620 axl N5544 7 
Sale* consultant needed for piumomg sho- 
wroom Abla to work night* and SaL 1520 
hrarwaek. Sales experience a plus De- 
sign/Construction backround helpful. Sand re- 
sume to tie Kohktr Bath House, 12SE. Indiana 
Ave. Perry eburg. OH 43551. 
CABLECOMM 
WAM LOOM.CAMJ rrcaimcnM 
Only $4925 
Order Early 
1-800-597-7785 
 •—•*!■«■»•* l«N$*   •> fa*.-***** . *>**-- 
Tht Molten (North America) CorptyMon it cur- 
rently ■aMturug ituae>no invested in perform- 
ing light ndu*tr«l work starting wi rh tha Spring 
MTftMiar 1907. Tha job will commit ol da- 
flashing, inspecting and repairing rubber auto- 
motive parts tor our customers. Further mfcx- 
matlon wil be presented during interviews 
conducted at 436 N Enterprise St, (old Heinz 
BkJg)BG OH on Monday. November 11. 
Tuesday November 12 and Wednesday 
November 13 from 12 nconio 5pm daily. Start- 
ing rate of pey is S6.00 per hour. Tntt la an 
excellent opportunity tor continued part-Bme 
empioymenL 
FOR SALE 
1990 Bereta GTZ. 5 apd., air, sunroof, power 
windows/locks. Excellent conrjtton. 55.900 
Ob0 Cal353-2292 
1994 Geo Metro 5 apd 2 door hatchback 
85.000 mi. New tree. Great gas mileage ask 
Ing 54500 cal 372-4520. 
2 Phieh rickets 
for Auburn Hills Nov 9th 
S97 2273 
Brand new loveseat sleeper $350 OBO. Cal 
Tttenls? 372-5891. 
Cable Descr ambler Kil 
$i 4 95 See ALL the channels 
1-800-752-1389 
Ford   Tempo   1990.    4   door,   EFI,   Auto, 
prtocks.p/sieer.  arc,   stereo  CUB,   cruise, 
12500, Cal 352 5595  
FREE DOC - yellow lab/bassett hound mis 
already housebroken -10 mos. old 
all snots taken - please call Sieve at 
352-4403 
Macintosh Pertorma 200 Computor w/14.4 
modem and knagewnter primer S400 o.b.o. 
Cat Jay at 353-8148 
Pertecl College Computer 
IBM compel. Lap top, 8 MB. modem. MS office 
Bfk-whL 1850, QbO. 418-874-2587. 
Power Book 185 12/180/14.4 
w/carrylng case $710 
Cal 353-7285 ask for Paul 
SEIZED CARS from (175. Porsches. Cadil 
lacs. Chevys, BMWs. Corvettes Also Jeeps. 
4WDs. Your area. Toll Fr*e 1-800-2159000 
Ext. A-2076 lor current listings 
FOR RENT 
1 BEDROOM APT AVAILABLE SPRING SE- 
MESTER 1997 ACROSS THE STREET 
FROM CAMPUS GREAT CONDITION AND 
QUIET NEIGHBORS CALL 352-5827 
2 bedroom apartment tor rent in Spring '97 
1425 a month includes heat. gas. and water. 
Clean, quiet, and dose to campus. Cal 
353-2712. 
2-3 sublease's needed Spring '97. 2 bdrm. tur- 
niahed apt. Free membership to Cherrywood 
Health Spa. Cal 353-4292 
Apartment tor rant: 1 bdrm $305/monrh plus u- 
almas Located on Enterprise Call 352 6553 
Efficiency apt. tor sublease for Spnng semes- 
ter $250 par month cal 352-5544 ask for Tig 
y 
Need subleaser Spring 97. Call ASAP 
354-5218 
Non-smoker subleaser needed ASAP. Own 
room, S215rmo * etoc Free cable, quiet and 
nice neighborhood. 5 minutes walking distance " 
from REC Canter. Call 353-2823 
One bedroom furnished or unfurnished apt. 
East Ever* $37fVmo. 419-889-3038 
Subleaser needed, your own room 
$137.50/mo 
Call 353-7244 
Subleaser needed for 2 bedroom 1 1/2 bath 
apartment at Hmsdale apartments. Please call 
354-3018. 
Subleaser for 2 bdrm. apartment w/pool. air. 
no pels. Begins Dae. • Jan. 
Call 353-7329 
Subleaser needed tor Spring 97 Unfurnished. 
»280/mo (includes utilities! 
Call Wil al 354-7284 
Subleaser* na*dad 2 bedrooms 
11/2 baths. t4i5/mo>gastalec. 
Call Dana 0354-8127 
Subleaser* wanted: 1 bedroom near campus. 
Cats allowed, on sight I laundry. Contact Ed or 
Amy 352 6925. 
Wanted roommates to fill houses A apt*. 
Very Close To Campus 
Call 353-0325 
\\ In my book, SamB's, 
my favorite BG restaurant, 
deserves star billing. It's the 
best place to eat between 
Toledo & Columbus."*"* 
The Tnlido Blade fttitaiuaiu Critic 
146 North Main  Bowling Green 
NEVER WORK 
Dooi MkfM UM l-MOM opp-rt-niiy to fixr 
Kmmi*■'* ff 1 AiM-hou*- 1MB. 
Al Oataaek, a dino-r only, A-M.--IKT.-J 
rtnuri.nl, W« ■!•• Making •Mrfte-r* 
lrvd,..du.U for big f.o and f-ll-U»#j 
■ plo-awni. Wa alto otTar |r*»ai banaliU and 
an KaiploY*aB Stock Option Plan. 
Tha OaiWk Siaak Hoaaa will opaa aoon In: 
401 W. Dusscl lid. 
Maumce, OH 43537 
Mon-Frl 10-IJ 
Sat 10-3 
.mm. 
NO RULES. JUST RICHT. 
^ATTENTION STUDENT! 
A student pick-up is in effect for ¥ 
v 
the Saturday, Nov. 16 Hockey 
¥ ¥ 
¥     game VS. Michigan.   Students ¥ 
¥   may pick up their tickets with a ¥ 
valid student ID starting on 
¥ ¥ 
¥     Monday. Nov. 1 1 at 9:00 am at v 
y
   the Memorial I kill Ticket Office. ¥ 
Come out and support BGSU's 
only multicultural publication 
Hi Sun., Nov. 10 WHEI 
TIME: 10pm-2am 
WHERE: College Station 
Graanwood Centre Plaza* Rt. off exit 181 behind Chi-Chl's 
Cost: $2 before 11pm 
$3 after 11pm 
Music by Power 88.1 FM • DJ: Ray Lynch 
splnnln' the latest Hlp-Hop/R&B 
Cash Bar (ID required) 
T 
'Street Scene' presents 
'slice-of-life' during '30s 
Brandon Wray 
The BC News 
"Street Scene" Is being put on 
by the Bowling Green Opera 
Theater this weekend. 
The show is called a dramatic 
musical by Gene Dybdahl, direc- 
tor of opera activities, who is 
directing the show for the sixth 
time. The show's writer, Kurt 
Weill, called it that when it came 
out because he was afraid of us- 
ing the word opera in the United 
States when "Street Scene" came 
out in the late '40s. 
"Street Scene" is about what 
goes on at an apartment building 
on an ordinary street In depres- 
sion-era New York City on a reg- 
ular day according to Dybdahl. 
"It's a slice-of-life story that 
covers the whole range of human 
emotions," Dybdahl said. "It 
starts out with people talking out 
of the windows and on the porch 
of the building. Then it follows 
everything that happens that day 
from comedy to murder and at 
the end of the show it finishes the 
way It starts: on the porch" 
Keith Hofacker, set designer, 
said that everything that happens 
is treated as if it were all just 
part of a regular day in New 
York. It starts with people talk- 
ing about the heat, the police, 
how late the milkman is, and, al- 
though many things happen in 
between, it ends the same way. 
The  apartment  building was 
modeled after apartment build- 
ings in New York's lower West 
side off Broadway. It is a good 
representation of the buildings in 
that area, Hofacker said. 
"Street Scene" is based on El- 
mer Rice's 1929 Pulitzer Prize- 
winning play. Weill wrote the 
music for the opera when he ar- 
rived in the United States after 
fleeing Nazi Germany. Langston 
Hughes then wrote the lyrics. 
The lyrics are written in easy 
to understand English and, with 
the music, reflect the hot night, 
the chatter of gossiping house- 
wives, and the natural ebb and 
flow of an anonymous existence 
on New York's lower East side. 
Play provides good times 
Scott Shrlner 
The BG News 
I always enjoy going to see the 
theater department's freshman 
production. There's always so 
much energy and excitement on 
the stage from the performers 
and the crew; for many of them 
it's their first experience with 
college theater. 
This year the freshman show is 
Lynda Barry's "The Good Times 
Are Killing Me," the story of a 
young black girl and a young 
white girl from a prejudice-filled 
neighborhood, who form an un- 
likely friendship through their 
experiences one summer in the 
mid-1960s. 
Director Becky K Becker 
treats this story with a lot of re- 
spect, and this is probably the 
most socially relevant and "real" 
story I've seen in a freshman 
show here. But there are also 
some good laughs to balance it 
out, and the talented cast seems 
to be having a lot of fun with the 
show. 
The set, designed by Maurice 
Sadler, is quite striking and ap- 
propriate, placing most of the ac- 
tion in between the two girls' 
homes on either side of the stage. 
The segregation between races 
in the neighborhood is often very 
1
 subtle, seen from the point of 
view of Edna and Bonna, the two 
main characters, and it's defi- 
nitely effective, striking a strong 
chord with the audience. 
There are a lot of very strong 
performances, too. Jerrita Baker 
(Bonna) and Kendra Benton 
(Edna) are given the weighty re- 
sponsibility of carrying the show 
and narrating the story, and both 
of them show that they are more 
than up to it. Baker does a great 
job of showing her initial wari- 
ness torward Edna, and eventual- 
ly seeing her as a trusted friend. 
Benton, as Edna, has an enor- 
mous amount of dialogue that is 
directly to the audience, and she 
has a wonderful presence on 
stage that comes through not 
only in her relationship with 
Bonna, but as a means of getting 
us involved in the story. The two 
of them together form an inno- 
cent and completely believable 
friendship that is the heart of the 
show. 
Shawn Appleton, one of the few 
non-freshmen in the play, gives a 
energetic, scene-stealing per- 
formance as the neighborhood 
bully. Earl Stelly. He also does an 
impressive turn in a dual role as 
a preacher in a church scene. (By 
the way, I think he's also sporting 
the biggest wig I've ever seen in 
BGSU Theatre -- you have to see 
It to believe itl) 
Other good performances are 
given by Amanda Perkowski and 
John Lester as Edna and Bonna's 
younger sister and brother, re- 
spectively, and Stephanie 
Brewer is a crack-up as the ob- 
noxious Cousin Ellen. And Da- 
vlna Jones, as the Reverend's 
wife, sings up a storm in the 
church scene. 
Van Halen: will they 
emerge 'Unchained?' 
Tom Denk 
The BG News 
Top of the World: 
In 1978, four brash musi- 
cians from the Los Angeles 
club scene released a self- 
titled debut album called "Van 
Halen." Eighteen years and 12 
albums later, Van Halen is still 
standing. But the flair and 
flamboyance that has defined 
rock and roll's biggest act has 
withered, as the band seeks to 
reposition itself as the pre- 
miere act in rock despite the 
pains from a nagging mid-life 
crisis. 
Van Halen is the rock band 
that many college students 
grew up with I was 8 years old 
when "Jump" was the hottest 
song to appear on a booming 
cable channel called MTV. 
Seven years later, I watched 
the boys take center stage once 
again for the song and video 
"Right Now." 
Besides Van Halen, what 
other bands have been able to 
thrive in each of the last three 
decades? Nobody. However, 
VH Is planning to make more 
albums, so what happened last 
year and last decade are only 
as good as the sales of "Best 
Of: Volume One." 
Right Now: 
Whatever Van Halen accom- 
plish in their future albums, it 
will happen in the shadow of 
what has happened these past 
five months. Pity the Van Ha- 
len fans. Since June, VH fol- 
lowers have felt the shock of 
Sammy Hagar's unexpected 
departure, the elation of David 
Lee Roth's return and the con- 
fusion of Roth's dismissal for 
Extreme frontman Gary Cher- 
one. 
The story of Van Halen is ac- 
tually three stories wrapped 
into one. Why is Sammy Hagar 
a solo artist once again? What 
exactly happened with David 
Lee Roth? Who the hell is Gary 
Cherone? 
During this past June, the 
band was working on a song for 
the upcoming greatest hits 
release. The song, aptly named 
"Between Us Two," had one 
lyric that Eddie Van Halen 
wanted Hagar to change. On 
Father's Day, Eddie Van Halen 
called Sammy Hagar to discuss 
the issue and hours later the 
rock world was devastated 
when Hagar's departure was 
announced. What was said that 
afternoon only Hagar and Van 
Halen know for sure. 
See VH, page Nine. 
DONT LET WfeATHER OR 
THIEVES DESTROY YOUR 
BIKE THIS WlNTERt 
BRING YOUR BIKE TO BOOK'S CYCLING * 
FITNESS, AND LET THEM CHECK YOU* BIKE OVER 
AND STORE rr FOR THE WINTER. 
LMHT TUNE A STORAGE 
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STORAGE ONLY 
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54.50 
28.50 
TONIGHT AT THE 
The Bowl-IVGreeiiery 
SEAFOOD SPLASH * 
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flours: 11:30- 1:30pm 
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DISCOUNT! 
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BOOK'S CYCLING & FITNESS 
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at the 
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Vocalist leads 
talented band 
Penny Brown 
The Back Pages 
Scott Lucas of Local H Is the 
kind of guy that I could see 
myself falling In love with. 
He's the one that no one would 
admit to having a crush on, 
even though everyone does. 
He's the guy with all the 
charm - the one that would 
take you months to really get 
to know because he's got so 
many sides. He's "one more 
beer" or that extremely rich 
dessert - you know you 
shouldn't, but you do, anyway. 
He's Eddie Vedder, minus the 
annoying "tortured soul" aura. 
But onto Scott's talent as a 
musician. Scott is the guita- 
rist/bassist/vocalist of the 
uprising group Local H, the 
other half of which is Joe Dan- 
iels. And just how does a two- 
member band, of which one 
member plays both guitar and 
bass, pull this off Uve? Wellll 
... Scott has a bass pick-up in 
his guitar that is fed through a 
bass amplifier (his guitar is 
also hooked up to a standard 
guitar amp). 
Enough for the gimmickry. 
Their sophomore effort, "As 
Good As Dead," is something 
that I would personally hate to 
see pushed to the back of the 
music racks, only to end up in 
the bargain bin in a year or 
two. In an era of techno, feed- 
back ridden, pumped-up crap 
that is a creation of thestudio 
and not talent, it's nice to hear 
a return to bare-bones rock 
and roll, without the synthe- 
sizers, without the annoying 
feedback, without sampling. 
Avid radio listeners may 
have caught their second 
single, "Bound for the 
Floor,"on The Buzz (106.5 
WBUZ) and other large, com- 
mercially-oriented radio 
stations. However, don't think 
for a minute that this band is 
another Green Day, another 
Nirvana, etc, etc This is a 
breath of fresh air on the sew- 
age-polluted airwaves. 
Other moments of brilliance 
on this disc include "Eddie 
Vedder," a groovin' rune with 
ironic lyrics about the choices 
some make when it comes to 
what they like. 
In summary, I urge you to 
trot your little buns to Mad- 
hatter's or Finder's this very 
instant and pick up a copy of 
this disc You wont be sorry 
(or feel like you did when you 
bought that ultra- 
disappointlng Meatloaf 
album). 
Lemonlieads keep  smile on face 
Brett Mercurl 
The BC News 
Lemonheads/Imperial 
Teen/Walk on Water 
Saturday November 2,1996 St. 
Andrews Hall, Detroit, Michigan 
At 10:30 p.m. the Lemonheads 
took the main stage of St. An- 
drews Hall in support of their 
latest Atlantic release "Car But- 
ton Cloth." They opened with 
"It's All True" and "If I Could 
Talk I'd Tell You," during which 
Evan Dando (singer/guitarist) 
did his best Dave Matthews im- 
pression by performing his crazy 
leg dance as he played and sang. 
Much to the crowd's pleasure 
they followed It up with a strong 
performance of "It's a Shame 
About Ray." 
In the middle of the set they 
left the stage briefly, with Evan 
coming back to play four tunes 
by himself. He walked out with a 
cigarette in one hand, a drink in 
the other and a large grin on his 
face. He walked up to the micro- 
phone and stated "I need to 
smoke a cigarette," followed up 
by a puff. He then preceded to 
tell the crowd "watch this, it's 
pretty cool," followed with an- 
other puff of the old cigarette. 
Evan then proclaimed, "Watch, 
now I'm gonna drink," as he po- 
lished off his drink he tossed the 
cup to a ready with the crowd 
laughing at his odd, yet, intrigu- 
ing humor. His short solo set 
kicked off with "Hannah & Ga- 
bbi," followed by the goofy "Be- 
W      "*TRH 
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Evan Dando of toe Lemonheads performed In Detroit at St.Andrew'i 
Hall last weekend. 
ing Around;" in the middle of 
which he kicked on the distortion 
pedal for a little death metal be- 
fore cleaning up and finishing 
the final verse, followed by 
"Prank Mills," finally he played a 
great cover of the Misfits 
"Skulls" of which he deepened 
his voice to match the tone of 
Glen Danzig. 
During their hour and 20 
minute set they played 22 songs 
Including the death metal in- 
strumental "Secular Rockuli- 
dge," the true "Losing Your 
Mind," the fun and witty "The 
Outdoor Type," and Evan's trib- 
ute to Gwyneth Paltro 
"6ix"(Here comes Gwyneth's 
head in a box) as the highlights of 
the show from their new release. 
Overall the show was incredi- 
ble. They sounded great and their 
collective stage persona, espe- 
cially Evan, kept a smile on my 
face from start to finish. If you 
like to laugh and hear good music 
I highly reccomend that you 
catch their show if given the 
chance. 
As for Walk on Water and Im- 
perial Teen there Is really noth- 
ing worth mentioning. The music 
was nothing that I haven't heard 
before and there was nothing to 
stand it out from the same old 
mush that is popular today. The 
highlight of Imperial Teen's set 
was Evan Dando and John 
Strohm starting a two man mosh 
pit in the lobby. 
Preeeesenting roB Awesome Big/Lil Pairs 
Melanie McDonald 
Stacey Smith 
Missy Lane 
Susie DonVito 
Donna Lyda 
Steph Kaiser 
Amy Robinson 
Tonya Rolfsen 
Sarah Pfeitfer 
Dana Albrecht 
Sarah Brandeberry 
Jennifer Carey 
Liza Carrizales 
Michelle Cox 
Nikki SpotO 
Erica Crisp 
Jenger Downey 
Jessica Garrett 
Carrie Grigsby 
Nancy Kerr 
Sarah Marko 
Kandace Kocjan (5 
Sarah Swaine 
Wendy Prater 
Molly McCullen 
Heather Cvengros 
Lisa Peacock 
Cara Hainer 
Ann Kessler 
Amy Fortcamp 
Megan Porter 
Resa Ahle 
Allison Shew 
Stephanie Snider 
Elyssa Meade 
Lauri McCloud 
Kathy Neu 
Jenifer Pepper 
Andi Phillips 
Jessica Porterfield 
Angie Sexton 
Megan Shafer 
Jennifer Stauffer 
Karee Venema 
Shawna Wiemken 
Andrea Williams 
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Liquor License 
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Starts at 
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Most people in our 
(We want you to get a life.) 
Come and learn how a career with us can be more than just a job. 
WE ARE INTERVIEWING NOVEMBER 12, 1996 
CALL CAREER SERVICES TO 
SCHEDULE YOUR APPOINTMENT 
Northwestern 
Mutual 
The Quiet Company 
http://www.NorthwesternMutual.com 
1996 The Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Co., Milwaukee, Wl 
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VH 
Continued from page Seven. 
"He finally got to It and said, 
'Alright I'm frustrated. I wanna 
go back to being a solo artist."' 
That's how Eddie Van Halen re- 
called the fateful telephone call 
with Hagar during a radio inter- 
view with San Diego rock station 
;\    KCBQ, 105.3 FM. 
In a San Francisco Chronicle 
article on July 1, Hagar re- 
members the conversation quite 
differently. Hagar said, "Eddie 
said to me, 'You were always the 
solo artist. Go back to being a 
solo artist. We're Jamming with 
Rock (Roth).'" 
The clash between Van Halen 
and Hagar had been brewing for 
years according to band manager 
(and brother-in-law of VH 
drummer Alex Van Halen) Ray 
Danniels. Dannlels described in a 
July 16th interview with Pollstar 
how Hagar has been the band's 
soure of infection ever since Ed- 
die Van Halen has quit drinking. 
"This is a guy who somehow 
managed to blow being a member 
of the biggest American rock 
band, period And he's smarting. 
But unfortunately, he's created 
this situation for himself. He's 
his own worst enemy and contin- 
ues to be," Danniels said. He con- 
tinued, "The truth of this, more 
than anything, is Eddie Van Ha- 
len got sober and Is capable of 
making judgement calls today 
and cares about things that he 
probably let go for many years. 
That boy became a man. And he 
took his band back. It's as simple 
as that" 
Meanwhile, other rumors for 
the split argue Hagar didn't want 
to tour for a greatest hits album. 
Perhaps Hagar feared VH might 
turn into an oldies act, but this 
comes from a man who has three 
greatest hits works ("Rematch" 
in 1982, "The Best of Sammy Ha- 
AUTO 
INSURANCE 
• Low Rates 
• Low Down 
Payment 
• Low Monthly 
Payments 
ALL-RISK 
INSURANCE AGENCY 
347 V Main St.. Howling Green 
Phone 352-2641 or 
I-800-589-2641 
gar" in 1992 and "Unboxed" in 
1994) for his solo career alone. 
Whatever words were spoken, 
Hagar is out. Had Eddie Van Ha- 
len been writing with David Lee 
Roth long before Hagar's depar- 
ture? Nobody is sure, but when 
"Diamond Dave" appeared with 
the Van Halen brothers and Mi- 
cheal Anthony to make an award 
presentation Sept 4 at the 1996 
MTV Video Music Awards, it ap- 
peared as if the old gang was 
together again. 
Runnin' with the Devil: 
The Van Halen greatest hits 
release wasn't too far into the 
making when Hagar's tenure as 
front-man ended. Enter David 
Lee Roth. "Diamond Dave" had 
left Van Halen in 1985 after he 
found initial solo career success 
with his four track release, 
"Crazy From the Heat" Roth was 
informed that VH was working 
on the greatest hits album and 
called Eddie Van Halen to talk. 
Eddie continues the story in an 
interview in this month's "Guitar 
World." "We were on the phone 
about 45 minutes and we apolo- 
gized for things we said in high 
school - even Junior high." Van 
Halen continued, "I decided to 
drive over to his house. I told him 
the basic idea was to do a single 
CD that would be half of the stuff 
we did with him and half the 
stuff we did with Sammy." 
Shortly thereafter, the remain- 
ing Van Halen members and 
Roth decided to make new mate- 
rial for release on the greatest 
hits album. Alex Van Halen said 
as early as July 2 in a MTV Week 
in Rock, "We're doing one song." 
Apparently, Dave never got the 
message. In the KCBQ radio 
interview, the band discussed 
Roth's misconceptions. Eddie 
said, "This guy was putting a cart 
in front of a horse that didn't 
exist. Every other day, I had to 
reiterate 'Dave, we don't even 
have a song yet and you're pull- 
ing a hamstring getting ready for 
a tour. This is not going to hap- 
pen.'" 
Still friends with both Roth and 
Hagar, VH bassist Michael An- 
thony backed Eddie Van Halen's 
story in the KCBQ interview. An- 
thony said, "There was no mis- 
leading him. There was never a 
point where It was like, yes, we 
may do a tour... His bags were 
packed and ready to go, where?" 
According to both Eddie and 
Alex Van Halen, Roth apparently 
made comments to Eddie during 
interviews after the MTV ap- 
pearance that convinced the 
band Roth's days with the band 
were finished. Intriguingly, 
the"Boston Herald" had reported 
on August 28, one week prior to 
the MTV Music Video Awards, 
that Van Halen was auditioning 
Gary Cherone for vocals. On Oct. 
4, the band finally confirmed that 
Cherone would be the new 
frontman. 
As for Roth, he released an 
open letter on Oct. 2 to the public 
explaining how he was tricked 
into believing he was back for 
good. In that letter. Roth stated, 
"I love these guys. Do I trust 
them? That question never en- 
tered my mind" 
" From the first advertisement to date, 
I have seen a great impact in sales." 
Total Sport Source 
TOTAL SPORT SOURCE 
1045 NORTH MAIN STREET 
BOWLING GREEN, OH 43402 
Jim Vassallo 
BGNews 
204 West Hall 
Bowling Green, OH 43403 
Greetings Jim, 
I would like to thank you, and the BG News, for taking the time 
to help Total Sport Source grow through providing BGSU 
groups with imprinted sportswear as well as sporting goods. 
From the first advertisement to date, I have seen a great impact 
in sales. I appreciate being made aware of special editions, 
advertising discounts, and special services. These have enabled 
me to forecast advertising expenses with the BG News. In a day 
where time and dollars go very quickly, it is nice to be able to 
make easy decisions of this nature. 
Thanks again, 
Total Sport Source 
Total 353-3411 
/r» Sport 
f^fc. Source 
-<W*S VJS'-' Bowling Green, OH 
Imprinted Sportswear 
Baseball * Softball * Volleyball * Officials 
Equipment * Hockey * Basketball * Football 
Bocce * Disc Golf 
Fraternities 
Sororities 
Intramural Teams 
Fundraisers 
Groups 
Nobody's ever confused David 
Lee Roth for a sign of intelligent 
life, though. 
Why Can't This Be Love? 
Don't feel sorry for Gary 
Cherone, the RC Cola of the Ha- 
gar/Roth cola wars. He loves his 
new job. Cherone was opting for 
a career in theatre when he met 
with VH. Last summer he starred 
in a Boston opera production of 
"Jesus Christ Superstar," win- 
ning rave reviews. 
Cherone can now front a band 
he worshipped in his youth. "God 
threw this in my lap," he said in 
an October 10th Boston Globe 
interview. 
But can VH three-peat? With 
the addition of Cherone, Van Ha- 
len will attempt to become the 
first band in rock history to be- 
come bigger and better with 
three different vocalists. 
However, Cherone faces the un- 
TOBYS PARTY 
OASIS 
(State Liquor Agency) 
"Meeting all your 
party needs" 
pleasant task of trying to win 
over fans dedicated to ealier VH 
acts. 
Don't expect to see Van Halen 
playing the ex-Extreme's front 
"More than Words" at a concert 
any time soon. (Hopefully, VH 
fans will never be subjected to 
that.) Eddie Van Halen is sched- 
uled for a hip replacement on 
December 16, which should side- 
line him and the band for a few 
months. However, the band is 
currently writing material for a 
new album with producer Glen 
Ballard. Ballard produced Alanis 
Morrlssette's award-winning 
Jagged Little Pill and Aeros- 
mi tli's upcoming release, as well 
as the two new David Lee Roth 
tracks on the greatest hits album. 
Eddie Van Halen praised his 
new vocalist In an October 10 ar- 
ticle in the Boston Globe. Van 
Halen said, "Gary can sing any- 
thing. He can sing hard rock and 
sing like an angel. He's a talent 
from heaven." 
Although there's no denying 
Cherone's range or stage abili- 
ties, what else could Van Halen 
say? I doubt that Eddie Van Ha- 
len saying "Frankly, Cherone 
can't sing a lick, he's horrible. 
What have I done?" would fuel 
future album sales. 
But no matter who is behind 
the microphone, the heart and 
soul of Van Halen remains the 
unparalled Eddie Van Halen, 
drummer Alex Van Halen and 
bassist Michael Anthony. 
However, many VH fans feel be- 
trayed after the bitter conclusion 
of "Van Hagar." Only time will 
tell if the VH faithful return in 
the droves that made Van Halen 
America's biggest rock and roll 
act. Otherwise, Eddie Van Halen 
will have to sleep with the fact he 
put the clamps on a David Lee 
Roth/Van Halen Reunion Tour, a 
tour that might have produced 
the biggest payday in concert 
history. 
Aftershock: 
Some things are going the right 
way for Van Halen these days. 
The Van Halen brothers and Mi- 
chael Anthony feel they have a 
team player singing lead for the 
first time in band history. Also, 
Van Halen's "Best Of: Volume 
One" broke in as Billboard's 
number one selling album for the 
week beginning November 1. The 
band may still release videos for 
the two new David Lee Roth 
tunes as well. 
Prospects aren't as bright for 
Sammy Hagar and David Lee 
Roth. The 48-year-old has re- 
sumed his solo career, and will 
release a single named after his 
newborn daughter, Kama. The 
song will be first released on 
November 11, on the Internet of 
all places. As for David Lee Roth, 
rumors speculate he might team 
up with ex-Guns n Roses guita- 
rist Slash. However promising 
those acts are, they aren't exact- 
ly, well, Van Halen. 
Liquor 
Beer 
Fine Wine 
Pop/Ice 
Party Supplies 
Instant & Super Lotto 
1070 N. Main, 353-1551 
10 a.m. - 9 p.m. Mon - Sat 
Fold Zandura 
(Mortal) 
BloomsDay 
Spy Glass Blue 
A 
Sensational 
Sifversfones 
Nov. 10-7 P.M. 
Bowling Green Convenant Church 
1165HaskinsRd. 
Call 4 Tickets 
419-352-8483 
$5.00 
(Tickets available 
at the door) 
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EXERCISE REGULARLY AND YOU 
COULD LIVE LONGER. 
INVEST REGULARLY SO YOU 
CAN AFFORD TO. 
Americans are living longer than ever. So it's quite 
.possibleyou'll spend 20 or 30 years or more in 
retirement. Can you aflbrd it? Unless you're indepen- 
dently wealthy, chances arc you'll need more than 
your pension and Social Security to support the kind 
ol lilestyleyou'll want. 
How can you help ensure that you II be in good 
financial shape? Sign up lor TIAA-CRKF SRAs - 
tax-de I erred annuities available only to people in edu- 
cation and research. 
SRAs arc easy. No pain, no sweat. 
The best way to build strength — physical or fiscal 
— is to start at a level that's comlortable and add to 
your regimen as you go along. 
With TIAA-CRKF SRAs, you conveniently con- 
tribute through your employer's payroll system. You 
Ensuring the future 
for those who shape it. 
can stan with a modest amount and increase your 
contribution as your salary grows. 
The important thing is to start now. Delaying lor 
even a year or two can have a big impact on (he 
amount ot income you'll have when you retire. 
TIAA-CREF: 
Your fiscal fitness program. 
TIAA-CRKF is the nation's largest retirement 
system, managing over SI50 billion in assets lor more 
lhan I.7 million people. We oiler a wide range ol 
SRA allocation choices, long-term  investment exper- 
tise, and remarkably low expenses. 
Call I 800W2-2776lbran SRA Knmllmeni 
Kit or our interactive SRA Knrollment Software. 
Or visit us on the Internet at gopher.//! iaa-cref.org, 
or http://www.ciaa-crer.org. 
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FRIDAY 
BROADCAST   STATIONS 
2 AM 
m Young and the Restless   Bold 1 B. AitMWwIdTunuX Guiding Ughl {In Stereo) Oprah Winfrey I News I News I       CBS News Jeopardy! Raymond Mr.» Mrs. Smith! Nash Bridges Zxat' Late Show (in Stereo) X 
CD 
© 
CD 
TheCityX  All My Children X One Lite to Uve I Hospital B Roeie O'Donnell 1 ABC News Entertain Hard Copy Fam. Mai Boy-World Sabrina       Clueless 31 JtHOJC News | NiglHline I [Hollywood 
Real Lite Days of Our Lives X Another World I Cosby Blossom 1 Baywatch 'Vacation" X Montel Williams X Cops :: Real TV .1 Unsolved Mysteries i Dateline (In Stereo) X Homicide: Lite M'J'S'B .1 Tonight Show (In Stereo, 
Parenting nstructional Programming SrtBe Fit BillNye       Creatures Wishbone Sandiego Barney Wash. Wk.   Wall St. With God on Our Side Ptnnsytvania Diners Charm ROM (In Stereo) iNswshour 
Sesame Si nstructional BillNye Art Gourmet Quilting Sesame Street (R) X Magic Bus Sandiego Wishbone News-Lehrer Rolling McLaughlin With God on Our Side Wisdom ol Faith Served        This Is America 
Dating Newlywed Paid Prog.   Paid Prog, Darkstalk     Gargoyles Eek' Batman Beetleborg Rangers Ducks Simpsons Home Imp. [Mad-You Seinteld 8 Home Imp. Sliders "Desert Storm" X Millennium Gehenna News I      Coach Z Star Trek: Deep Space 9 Roseanne 
Midday Paid Prog. Entertainment theatre Wall Streel Quack The Mask Skysurter Dinosaurs News Day t Date Bloomberg Court TV Movie: •»»') 'MrjWTra»lfoMi/nicrr|1940) Sports Richard Bey Scoreboard 
I Love Lucy Skysurter    Aladdin.lt: Beetleborg Rangers Step-Step Mr. Cooper Simpsons   [Martini: Home Imp. NBA Basketball indana Pacers al Deirc-i Pistons. (Live) Fresh Pr.    IMarrted... 
CABLE   STATIONS 
C:M Kids in Hall Ullman Politically   |DailyShow |SoapX      |Whoes? Saturday Nighl Uve X   |Movie: ♦ "Zapped1" (1962. Comedy) Scott Bao Miller Dream On Indecision '96-Agenda Movie: f'i "BrslfJmaV'IIIWO) Bob Newhart       |Dennis Miller 
Suparltouts: Napier's     |Bosjng: Danny Romero vs Hipc-'ito Saucedo (Live)- 
StarTrtk 
^atrsWay 
ESPN Sportscenter (R) , Tannia: ATP Pans Open Indoor Chimp. Survival Billiards: Doubles PGAGon Sr. PGA     |lnside P6A Up does    Sponsor Early Ught Shtft met X Speed week 
HBO 
SC 
TrseWieVg: TheistfyetttiraHorrie'X |Mov)e: «S "Trie Pauper of LOve-1199?} Joe Penny. Movie: «»<■ "jud9mef»"(l990) X Movie:»'> "Pai«WifrianAnofni987)'PG' Inside the NFL (R) I [Movie: »« "8oiMr;Pc<nrH993) H X [Movie: -i«jiCCTa*rW/«ir(l996)Tom8etenger    |Elections Assastns 
Watersports World Transworld Sport Paeacall     Journal Colfi Gene Sarazen Work) Open Champ. College Soccer Weekly Football     | Hockey Cotoge Hockey Mcnigari at Notre Dame (Livei More and Les Levine Raceweek: NASCAR Buckeye 
SCIFI Probe Mysteries    Monsters Gallery Bradbury Galactica I9»0 
USA Live    |USA Lrve 
Bionic Woman "Claws Six Million Dollar Man Nightmare Cafe TwH.Zone   SF Vortex S.ghlings 5 Night Stalker X Sci-Fi Buzz lln Space SF Vorlei Sightings 
MaiorDad   -Maicr Dad USA Live     USALive Wanted      Top Cops Wings S      Wings 3. Remolds "Ghost Stoi Highlander: The Senes Renegade (In Stereo) X Movie: ••'. "SusoecniS*?. Drama)Cher. (In Stereo) Big Easy Hotshot" X 
SATURDAY 
1     5 AM.     1      5:30      1     6 AM     1      6:30      1     7 AM     1      7:36      1     8 AM     1      8:30      1     9 AM     1      9:30      1    10 AM    1     10:30     1    11AM    1     11:30 
BROADCAST   STATIONS 
<P 13 00} Home Shopping Spree To Be Announced Mass lor Shut-ins Agncountry Headline News News I Zoo Today Kipper's P.O.V. SecretsofCrypt Ninja Turtles 
CD Animal Adventures Paid Program Paid Program U.S. Farm Report News tor Kids Animal Adventures Jungle Cubs X        [New Doug New Doug Mighty Ducks X Bugs 4 Tweety Bugs 4 Tweety Bone Chillers X Gargoyles-Goliath 
$> NBC News Nighlside Used Cars Nick News lln Slereol Gladiators 2000 Today Columnist Mike Lupica: prostate cancer (In Ste'eo) X Science Guy Sing Me a Story X Saved by Bell Hang Time |tt Seam] Saved by Bat) California Dreams X 
a) With God on Our Side Naturescene Nature "Creatures n Crime" (R) (In Stereo) X Michigan Wild Ohio Internet! (In Slereol Computer Chronicles JohnStobart Joy ol Painting Pepin's Kitchen Baking With Julia Marcia Adams 
© (Off Air) Kidsongs (In Stereo) Theodore Tugboat 1 Barney 4 Friends X Puzzle Place (R A Lamb Chop Parenting Works! X Race to Save the Planel "Now or Never"! Trailside Adventure Wild Ohio 
S3 (Off Air) All Dogs Go Dino Babies X C-Bear and Jamal X Big Bad Beetleborgs Casper (in Stereo) X Spider-Manx Goosebumps 1 Life With Louie I X-tlan (In Stereo) X Tick  n Stereo)! 
CD {4 30| Movie: "Pish and me Spur" (1956) Paid Program          [Paid Program Dynamo Duck Pigasso's Place KidsCalo Sky Dancers Dragon Flyz Arvlmal Adventures Midwest Outdoors American Adventurer Sports Express (R) Auto Show 
11 
CAB 
Paid Program            [Straight Talk [B) For My People Richie Rich Dragon Flyz C-Bear and Jamal X Big Bad BeetJeborgs Casper (in Stereo) X Spider-Manx Goosebumps X Life With Louie X X-Men (In Stereo) I Tick (In Stereo) X 
COM [Paid Program 
ESPN   Jim Houston 
Psid Program 
Speedweek;R 
Paid Program 
Racehorse Digest (R) 
Paid Program          |Monty Python 
Sportscenter ;R) 
Whose Line? 
Ultimate Outdoors 
Movie: ~EnfaUughing'W&7)C*A&B^tnmnsceri&oirtitifcHibu%rmtti9gnNngL 
Fly Fishing Magazine Under Wild Skies        American Shooter      |0utdoor Store 
Mystery Science Theater 3000 (R) 
Photo Safari            |Walket'sCay Great Outdoors        [College Gameday 
HBO i4 55) Movie:*1? "Twisted Love"(!995)Lrsa Dean Ryan. 'R Movie: «« "DAB YL"(l965,SoenceFiclion| Mary Beth Hun  PG I Neverending Story X Wizard OIOJX Movie: •«'] "Tremors II. Mersrwc*s"(l 9%. Sc«nce Fiction) Fred Ward 'PG-13 X Inside the NFL (R) (In S:ereo)X 
SC College Hockey Michigan al Notre Dame. |R| FTtSMClltS(R) Football Weakly SportsFair America Against the Spread Powerrider Paid Program            j Football Forecast      | Pro Football Insider   [Pro Football Weekly Coll. Football           |NBA Action 
SCIFI SciFi Theater             [Men Into Space Paid Program Paid Program Paid Program PaW Program Paid Program Paid Program Movie: **»'i ~Akira"(t989. Science Fiction) Vorces of Mitsuo Iwara Animated A teen-age telepatn roams future Tokyo (In Stereo) X 
USA Fade ol Life X        [Bloomberg TV Bloomberg TV Bloomberg TV Paid Program Paid Program Paid Program Paid Program Paid Program            |Paid Program            [World Wrestling Federation Live Wire            Street Fighter Jt        [WingCommend 
SATURDAY 
112 PMI 12:30 11 PM 1 1:30 1 2 PM 1 2:30 1 3 PM 1 3:30 14 PM 1 4:30 1 5 PM 1 5:30 1 6 PM 1 6:30 1 7 PM 1 7:30 1 8 PM 1 8:30 1 9 PM 1 9:30 110 PMI 10:30 111 PMI 11:30 112 AM 
BROADCAST   STATIONS 
CP College Football Shamrock C MM :    MaW at NOM Dajlsl Fasti. Dub 11 kl and   lire] ■ College Football: Georgia at Florida. (Lrve) X News 5      | Fortune Medicine Woman         |Earfy Edition -Hoops" X |WMker. Texas Ranger X News It Outer Limits (In Stereo) 
17) Coiaga Football: Regional Coverage - Men St at Mch. Nebraska at C*ia or Game TBA College Football: Regional Coverage - Washngion al USC or Game TBA Entertainment Tonight Figure Skating: U S Professional Chancionships Relativity lln Stereo) X NewsX Movie: "The fr.sco Ko 
TO Inside Stuff TBA Paa Wee's Playhouse Video Offer FoodtPay USGA Year In Review NBA: The Greatest Ever TBA           |NBC News M'A-S'H X [Paid Prog. Dark Skies Drearrana' Pretender lln Stereo) X Profiler (in Slereol X Blossom X Saturday Night Live X 
fD Eating Well Garden Gourmet Old House Wood shop Hometime Router Wdwnght diets Naturesc'n Prime Wild Am. Austin City Limits (Rl Lawrence Welk Show Great Railway Journejs Pavvottl-Hearl Kiri! Hits Live Austin City Limits (R|     [Nature X 
f@ Michigan Wdwnght Old House Hometime Workshop Grilling Gourmet Cucina Fsjlndng Painting Garden Garden Travels      [Travels Lawrence Welk Show All Creatures Movie: .«.• "Trie 39 Sleps"(1935) Tales From Ohio          |Austin City Limits (R) 
R) Movie: «»'i "Superman«<"( 1983.Fanusy) Movie: "Supermanif rne0uesrrorf>eace"(i987) Cape "Buried m Peace Xena: Warrior Princess Hercules-Jrnys. Seinteld 1 Home Imp. CopsX     |Cops|R)X Copa X     |Cops ifi) X fit: The Series Mad TV (In Stereo) I Lazarus 
CD Collage Football: Iowa at llanos (Lrve)                                                                 | Paid Prog. Movie To Be Announced NBA Basketball: Cleveland Cavaliers at Washington Bullets. (Lrve) Unvailed T.ilcs-Crypl (Tales-Crypt Total 
© Movie:««  Supt>'Alano8ros."(1993!BoBHoskins |Movie:.«'; "SacktoScfloor(1986.Comedy) Movie: -«adMaiSeyorW rharMe.-dome"(1965) Simpsons   [Step-Step   [Martin " NHL Hockey Detroit Red Wings at Toronto Maple Leafs (Live) News        [Roieanna KungFu Legend Cont. r.i.-f 4; 
CAI 
aT-i '■ K«ilrnTniolhJlood|Torm3ki^ Ullman 1.!.',',!'JHHaVJuVilalH-vjiP'   IMaisis«Biaa1l     i|    , lli.11!!'!--1.!-'.'.'!!^1,.1!." rJMI .'■'."''li'JJall ■ .„'" '■asasll.l'f,,1 t',11             aWI 1 '  II II    '   1   ■        1   all     '      Bi i<  1  aaaBU r V'i.aBl! 
ESPN Gameday    |College Football PutrJm at Msiontsl iLve; Scoreboard Day Shirt Tannia: ATP Pans Open Indoor Semtfxial              [Sportactr.  |College FocaoaM: Florida Slate at Georgia Tech. (Lrve) X College Football Colorado State at Air Force. (Live) X 
HBO Movie:«'r "Cwaie8iejr(1994)'P6 [Violence: An American  IMovie: ••• •'rVr*i«irjrir^morr(l9M)'PG' Movie: MM "Perfect Al*." (1994) 'Nff |Movie: *»Vj 'TriYr»r«».'A/r«s*)oc)ai-(1996)X Movie: ■MiSIriar(1996;BiiPu,lman X|Mr.Show Movie: "PasfPer!ecr(t996)'R'X     |«*« "Mu.i*srintfieF»sr 
SC College Football Iowa at Illinois (live)                                                 |Scoreboard |Coa«ge Football: Ball Stale al Eastern Michigan (Live) Buckeye Thorbred  [Football NBA Preview                 j Tribe TV College Football The Citadel al Marshall 
SCIFI Gravity Odyssey :' Swamp     [Trailer Park Movie: »• "Warning Sign (1965) Sam Walarslon. Movie: «e'3 'Pr .."(1988. Suspensel David Hewlett. DS9 Tekwar      SlmOfl Movie: •»'] "Alien rVafon (1968) James Caan Sightings X Tekwar (R) (In Slereol X | "Alien Nil" 
USA Mortal K Dragon Renegade (in Stereo) X Movie: •• "7heHauntingo(Seaar!Y»Y!-(1994)I Movie:»»» "8la»"(1989. Drama) Paul Newman. (In Stereo) Movie: **tt "Suspect" (1987. Drama) Cher. (In Stereo)             |Pacrhc Blue (In Stereo) Weird Sci.   |Duckman Movie:» "S.« >,SaSO!age"(t994) 
SUNDAY 
1      5 AM      1       5:30 6 AM 6:30 7 AM 7:30 8 AM      I       8:30 9 AM      I      9:30       1     10 AM     1      10:30      1     11AM 11:30 
CD (3 X) Home Shopping Spree Shop Spree Msss tor Shut-ins Power lor Living Day ol Discovery X KewwthCopoland (In Stereo) Sunday Morning Wt'at makes potf-cai candidates arrac'ive X Round Table           |Real Estate Digest Face the Nation! 
ft) (4:00)Movie: •«• Pa.-enls"(1989. Horror) Psid Program Psid Program Horning Prayer Paid Program Good Morning America/Sunday X Martha Stewart This Old House (R| X Toledo Up Front This Week With David Brinkley X John Cooper 
fQ NBC News Nighlside lUsed Cars To ee-r"ounced Community Close) Up Quick and Bright To Be Announced Hour ol Power [in Stereo) X Feed the Children J:ick Van Imp* Today The presidential election. (In Stereo) X Meet the Press 31 
HI Great Performances: The Wrecker's Ball Great Railway Journe s (in Stereo) I ToUTVX Banwyi Friends X Sesame Street X Magic School Bus I 
Lamb Chop 
European Journal Out ol Ireland Editors Tony Brown Think Tank 
m (Off Air) Kidiongs (In Stereo) Theodore Tugboat X Barney ft Friends X Puule Place .Si.r: Arthur :ln Stereo)! Magic School Bus X Magic School Bus X Newton's Apple n Computer Chronicles 
m [OtIAir) Oscars. Orchestra Dino Babies X Paid Program Jimmy Swaggart James Kennedy Fox News Sunday Dan Berry Home Paid Program NFL Films Presents Lions Report 
CD (4 00) Movie: Golden TV Greats Pre. Bodysense Mam Floor Princes! Gwenevere Strike Force Space Monkeys Street Sharks Juman|i K Mouse I the Monster Incredible Hulk X BAD  I Church Services 
S3 Paid Program It's Your Business Hour ol Power (In Stereo) X Church ol Today Princess Gwenevero Strike Force Jumanji X Mouse 1 the Monster Incredible Hulk X B.A.D.I Siegfried-Roy Space Monkeys 
CABLE   STATIONS 
COM 
ESPN 
-•a 0 r-rc^'am               |ranj rruyrani 
College Football: Fa. St al Ga Tech Scholastic Sol 
rwu riugrwn 
Sportsoantsr (R) 
•wyaivry oti«ntaj ine* 
Best of PGA Gotl Inside Sr. PGA Inside the PGA Tour 
ronucaiiy incurred 
NFL Match-Up iRl 
r-giiiiceiiy incurred    iruncicaiiy incorrect 
Sportsweekly 
i-onucaiiy incunwci 
Sports Reporters 
"oi» «■   i/'ny rxmen OOTununw |lseo; 
Sportscenter           |NFL Countdown 
HBO ,*SS) Movie: lUslnar (1996. Suspense) Bi Pullman. (In Stereo) X Movie . .   ITM fjsraj ro/Low"('992. Drama Joe Penny. X Neverending Story X Wizard of Oz X Movie: •• -Congo"(1995) Dylan Walsh. A communicative ape figures rt a search lor a lost city. Move  t«   .    ■ '(1992)EdBegleyJr.. 
SC 14 oo< PBT Billiards Florida Flare Up III (R) Prime Cuts (R) Futt^(*w»lal(R) SportaFaif*jT»rica Killer Bee Powprridff Board Wild Football Forecast Hockey Weak Pro Footbai Insider Pro Football Weakly Coach Bill Cowher 
SCIFI (4 03i Movie:-Sloodcrthe Vampire'ii958) Paid Program PaVd Program Paid Program Paid Program Paid Program Paid Program Sci-fi Buaz (R) Inside Space (R) I SF VortsK (R) X Sci-Fi Trader Alien Nation -PaoT (Part 2 of 2) I 
USA Facts ol Lite I        |Paid Program C-Net Central Suptrmtn Bltmm Mighty Mai Double Dragon Action Man Wtralorce (in Stereo) Street Fighter X Mortal Kom bat Savage Dragon X WingCommand World Wrestling Federation Superstate 
SUNDAY 
.Mf»aaiHiPtviiiiafliBRiiiM!Mi.**r«^ 
BROADCAST   STATIONS 
<D Auto Racing: NASCAR Grand National - Jrrfy Lube Miami 300 Fran Homestead. Fat. (Uve)  |Auto Facing: NASCAR SuparTruck Seres. (Lrve) X NewsX CBS News 60 Minutes (In Stereo) X |Touched by an Angel X Movie:  Wan/i i-  119*: Can: :e Bergen X NewsX Medicine Woman 
QP GaryPir*el|Blacliney To Ba Announoad        |Figura Skating; Skate America I PGA Gorl: Merrill Lynch Shootout. X NewsX ABC Hews Movie:***': '7TW,OTKing-(1994.Advenlure)X Movie: 'ToBraveAas«a"(1996)Atyssakdlano X NewsX Siskel Two :: 
ea NFL on NBC S NFL Football Cir.:innatl Bengals al BatUTiora Ravens. From Memorial Stadium NFL Football. Miami Doiphns at New England Patriots. From Foihoro Stadium. Dateline (In Stereo) I MRock    |Boston Movie:«• Ace fentura PefDerectve"(l99i;X Used Cars Editors Money 
Q> Firing Line Contrary Genesis-Living Wisdom of Faith Market Adam Sm. McLaughlin [McLaughlin Nova "Lghtnirvg1" (R) X Lawrence Welk Show Great Railway Journeys Nature (R) (In S'ereo) X Masterpwce heatra Huchoosedah Mystery!' Poirol X Nature X 
•3D Hometime Workshop Old House {Baking Desserts    {Gourmet Quilts Sewing Lawrence Welk Show Adam Sm.  | Journal Genesis-Living Birth ol Europe Nature (R) (In Stereo) X Masterpiece Theatre Mystery! "Potrot' X Huchoosedah (Oft Air) 
fQ Fo< NFL Sunday X NFL Football Detroit Lions at Green Bay Packers From Lambeau Field- X NFL          |Movie: • VKng Solomon's Mres"(196S)            |Mad-You Whan Animals Attack II Simpsons  |Stapsone X-Files (In Stereo) X Star Trek: Deep Space 9 Movie: shrt "Suj3rHr«"(1993) 
GP Auto Show |WallSt Entertainment Theatre »s* Street                  |CourtTV    |CoastGu. American Gladiators X [Extremists [Emergency Star Trek: Voyager X Could It Be a Miracle Movie:*'; "fiao»Aoa/istBi»Haive»"(i987) Sports Update Criminals KwikWiU Karaoke 
ia Movie:*** "CrocooHe'OurvJee (1966.Comedy) Movie:*** "Flcmancinotr)eSlcine"(19e4) Movie: eee'.y TVirr»ss''(1985) Harrison Ford. Star Trek: Deep Space 9 Star Irek Voyager s Viper SlanoWl               |Homelmp. |Homelmp. News X      {Sports Xtra Roseanne Transition Talk 
CABLE   STATIONS 
COM (11 GClMovie: Indecision'96-Agenda   |Movie: ..', "firstfarijy"(i980) Bob Newhart.       |DennieMiller                 |lndecision 'IM-Agenda    {Dennis Miller Tick X      |0ttsides Movie:*** OirtyflonenScounc/rels''|i988)         |Dr.KaU     |TheCntic Politically   |DailyShow Tick! 
ESPN (11 JOj NFL Countdown Soccer: Guatemala al United States                        |Egusstrian Nalona Mc-seEhD» Tannia: ATP Pans Open Indoor Champ Final         [Early Eve. NFL Primebme NFL Football San Francisco 49ers al New Orleans Sams (Lrve) X Sportscenter X NFL 
HBO Movie:       |Movie:*.-TriePowernritfin-ligssiPG-iJI     [Movie: .. "ShonCreu«2'(1988)Fo»i*STavens. -r\*»Aeaoevny:llisswifi)l*stc»' {Movie: .. "Conoo'(19951 Dylan Waish PG-13 X Movie:*** "Hoosierj' (1986)GeneHackman.'PG' Movie: 'Vampire m Broctyn (1996) X|Movie: "8a«B8aflr-R' 
SC College Football Iowa al llkncas. (R) J. Paterno  [Nick Saban [Lloyd Carr Tennis: WTA Amentech Cup - Frais                    Buckeye ABl Basketball' B ;;ardal XokMion Thor'bred   [Buckeye College Football Memchis at Louisviee. 
SCIFI Web                         |NewEdge  |CNet Sightings IRIX Movie:.i -Ki',a Kong vs. GotftiJa' (1963. Fantasy) |Movie:* A7ngKong£scves"(l96B) Linda Miller Trader      |Trailer Park |DS9          |OdyaaeyX Flaah (In Stereo) X Robocop: The Series Web (R) New Edge 
USA Movie: •• -,v,onrmare-(i991) Victoria Prrcipal Movie: *•« •Tiviaght/cvie: Trie latoW-(1983) X    {Movie: *• "SifVerBuaer (1985, Horror) Gary Busey [Movie: "Wooy of Terror II (1996) Lysetle Anthony  |Pacilic Blue (in Stereo) SiikSlalkings n «:■;■■;: Big Easy (In Lie:: :■' Silk Stalkings "Loyany ReelWild 
Student Ticket Pick-up vs. Michigan 
Please Present Valid Student ID at Memorial Hall TicKet Office 
$2.00 Fare 
For Persons 4-64 Years of Age 
▼ 
$1.00 Fare 
'For Elderly (65+), Handicapped Persons S Children 4-13 w/Adulf 
Transit ID. Card Required" 
• Available at Grant's Administrator's Office, 
354-6203 
T 
Van w/ Lift Available: Wheelchair Access a 
Group Seating 
▼ 
Hours: 6:00 A.M. - Midnight 
Monday - Saturday 
BG Taxi information is available in large print and 
audio tape format upon request. 
Service Area: Bowling Green 
Please let 
driver know 
how many 
persons 
will be riding 
This service Is 
financed in part 
from operating 
assistance grant 
from ODOT a FTA 
Friday 
The Hansons 
(original Alternative 
Rock) 
(!;ill I hour before ser\ire 
Nightly 7:00 
Sat Sun Mat 
jEHDArmsAwuPAfjuw       2:00 
  (PGA 
STfriEN  KINi'S     Nigh,ly9:30 
TH Sat Sun Mat 4:30 (R) 
r«STERTHANEVHJ!       *r"ar.aai 
mmuLl2M,dn^ 
Saturday 
Queen Bee & 
the Blue 
Hornet Band 
Cinemark Theatres 
0 CINEMA 51°,,      6 
11234 N. Main St. 3544558 
Ransom (R) 
1:30 4:45 7:3010:10 
Sleepers (R) 
1:00 4:00 7:00 10:00 
Larger Than Life (PG) 
1:15 3:30 5:40 8:00 10:05 
Dear God (PG) 
2:00 5:15 7:4510:15 
Romeo & Juliet (PG-13) 
1:45 4:35 7:15 9:55 
Parents Weekend Events 
FRIDAY, Nov. 8 
8:00 p.m. 
Opera Theatre 
Kobacker Hall 
Moore Musical Arts Building 
11:00 p.m. 
UAO Movie 
The Son-in-Law 
111 Olscamp Hall/$1 for parents 
SATURDAY, Nov. 9 
9:30 to 10:30 a.m. 
Parent's Advisory Council 
Open Business Meeting 
Alumni Room 2nd Floor 
University Union 
College Receptions/Luncheons 
9:00 to 11:00 a.m. 
College of Education & Allied Professions Reception 
2nd Floor 
Education Building 
9:00 to 11:00 a.m. 
College of Arts and Sciences Reception 
Fine Arts Center 
11:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. 
Honors Program Luncheon 
Presentations 
10:00 to 11:00 a.m. 
"GET WIRED" Internet Presentation 
Main Lobby 
Jerome Library 
11:00 a.m. to NOON 
Career Services Presentation 
Room 113 
Business Administration Building 
Saturday Entertainment 
10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. 
Art Gallery Exhibit 
Dorothy Uber Bryan and Willard Wankelman Galleries 
Fine Arts Center 
2:00 and 8:00 p.m. 
Planetarium Presentation 
They Found aWorld of Ice and Beauty: Polar Exploration 
at the End of the World 
Planetaruim/Physical Sciences Building 
$1 donation accepted 
6:00 to 7:15 p.m. 
Buffet Dinner 
Lenhart Grand Ballroom 
University Union 
Four Tops to perform 
Shondi Honigford 
The BC News 
The Four Tops, the crowned 
princes of Motown Sound, will 
perform to sold-out audience this 
Saturday evening as part of the 
annual Parents Weekend. 
The concert, which begins at 8 
p.m. in Anderson Arena will be- 
gin with an opening act by The 
Second City Touring Company, 
an award-winning improvisa- 
tional comedy troupe. 
The Four Tops, Levi Stubs, 
Abdu "Duke" Fakir, Renaldo "O- 
bie" Benson and Lawrence Pay- 
ton, began their musical career 
in the mid-1950's as The Aims. 
Some of their number one songs 
include "It's The Same Old 
Song," and "I Can't Help My- 
self." They have recorded over 
36 albums. 
The concert is being sponsored 
by the Office of Student Life. 
Greg De Crane, Dean of Stu- 
dents, said the search to find out 
who might be available for enter- 
tainment begins in January. 
"With Parent's Weekend it's 
even tougher because you're try- 
ing to find an act that appeals to 
both parents and students," he 
said. 
Other factors such as dates and 
prices are also taken into con- 
sideration. A list of names is 
compiled and from there an offer 
is made to the agents. 
Some of the past entertainment 
for Parents Weekend has in- 
cluded Rita Rudner, Peter, Paul 
and Mary, and, most recently, 
Mel Tonne. Possible future acts 
may include James Taylor, De 
Crane said. 
The Office of Student Life also 
sponsors the annual Sibs Week- 
end and helps with other student' 
activites such as registration and 
approval of campus events. 
A limited number of obstruc- 
ted view seats will be available 
beginning at 5 p.m. the night of 
the concert. 
Wings 
On the 
"Wind 
CHECK OUT THE BGSU-TCX-1 FALCON 
SINGLE/DUAL FLYING KITE. 
We offer the Olympic Dove used in the opening 
ceremony of the Summer Olympics. 
We can repair your old kites. 
Fulfilling all of your kite flying needs I 
IMW.WoosterSL 
ph: 352-KfTE(5483) 
wowkltet@wcnet.org 
M-F3-8 
Sat 11-5 
DJt~~,n, fo&e Rn.: 
Sun open 12 p.m. until 12 a.m. 
Mon - Wed open untiM a.m. 
Thurs - Sat open until 3 a.m. 
Look for PaPa 
John's Pizza Man at 
the Football Game! 
826 S. Main St. 
(Next to Big Lots) 
353-7272 
Two Tens tor Ten 
Two Small 
Two Toppings 
Free 
Pepperoncin« 
a Special Garlic    " ae^rfiMrav* 
Sauce 
Expires 30 D«yt. Not valid arm any oeier 
orler. Valid only « participating locations. 
Customer pay! all applicable tales tax. 
Auditorial toppingt extra 
Two Extra Large 
One Topping $-|495 
Free 
Pepper onclnis 
& Special Garlic 
Sauce 
Expires 30 Days. Not valid aMtl any osier 
oner. VaM only at partcspeting locations 
Cuscmer pays an applicable sales ax. 
Additional toppings extra. 
Carrryout Special 
One Large 
One Topping 
.•As 
Carry Out Only 
Free 
Pepperondnas 
• Special Garlic S^iegjS* 
Sauce 
Expires 30 Days. Net vaM win any ofer 
oiler. VaM onry at partdpaano locaaona 
Customer pays all applicable sales tan. 
Additional toppings eira 
One Large with 
The Works 
Adda $995 
Second Large      __ 
Two Toppings $ C QQ 
for %J 
Free 
Pepperondnle 
S Special Gar he 
Sauce 
Expires 30 Days. Not vaM wtm any other 
oner Valid only at peraopaeng locaaona 
Customer pays all anpScaoie sales ssx. 
Additional loppings art*. 
K ' 
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Hungry folks 
can eat later 
JiyYoung 
The BC News 
The weekend hours of the Uni- 
versity Union are being in- 
creased by administration start- 
ing Nov. 8 to provide students 
with campus food service later in 
, the evening. 
Union Director David Crooks 
said the Union will remain open 
' until midnight on Friday and Sat- 
' urday nights. He said food will be 
' available from the grill line, but 
; not the pizza shop. Ed Whipple, 
' vice president for Student Af- 
fairs, said the administration will 
evaluate the change at the end of 
the semester. 
"What I would like the Union to 
do is experiment through the rest 
. of the semester keeping open the 
food service so students have a 
place to go," Whipple said. "It's 
| real important that the Union is 
open and they have access to 
food services. Students have to 
', have a place to go and hang out" 
Provost Charles Middleton said 
the move Is Intended to Improve 
; campus life. 
"It's a part of our follow-up 
', effort to emphasize the residen- 
tial aspects of the campus," 
Middleton said. It's up to the stu- 
dents to show there's a real in- 
terest In this In a significant 
way." 
Whipple and Middleton said 
they are counting on student In- 
terest to help supply the extra 
revenue It will take to increase 
the hours. 
"The Union should take In 
extra money because It's going to 
have sales, but whatever the case 
may be, we will make sure that 
the Union doesn't lose any money 
because of this change." 
Crooks said the Union will do 
the best it can with Its current 
staff. 
"We're going to provide as 
many services as we can on Fri- 
day and Saturday throughout the 
balance of the first semester," he 
said. 
Crooks said it Is possible that 
new revenue will cover the addi- 
tional costs. 
"I think Friday night there's a 
good chance of It, because we 
used to be open to 11 p.m. on Fri- 
day nights," Crooks said. "Satur- 
day night is an unknown quantity 
for us in terms of business that If 
out there." 
Company will 
study Union 
I Jay You no 
The BC News 
The   University   will   pay 
$73,700 to a Cleveland company 
to help determine the best way to 
improve the Student Union. 
Williams Trebilcock 
Whitehead will do a feasibility 
study to examine what people 
want and the options available. 
Richard Bauschard, project 
leader from Williams Trebilcock 
Whitehead, said the effort will 
include data gathering and meet- 
ing with groups on campus who 
would use the facility. 
"What we're going to do Is we'- 
re going to look Into what the real 
needs are," Bauschard said. "We 
will come in with an open mind 
and get to know the campus and 
the student body." 
Bauschard said Williams Tre- 
bilcock Whitehead has developed 
similar plans for about 20 other 
universities. He said the study 
will take about four months and 
will Include an extensive look at 
food services. 
Ed Whipple, vice president for 
Student Affairs, said the com- 
pany will also consider the Uni- 
versity's economic situation 
while developing the plan. 
"They're going to look very 
carefully at our financial picture 
and say, 'Based on what your In- 
stitution can afford, you're best 
to go either this way or that 
way,'" Whipple said. 
Whipple said the final report 
will be given to the Union Project 
Committee for additional con- 
sideration. 
The University Board of 
Trustees approved up to $75,000 
for such a study - 
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Bowling Green State University 
Campus Map 
WELCOME PARENTS 
While your here come check out the New 
TM 
STEAK & SEAFOOD 
1544E.Wooster 352-0461 
* Newly renovated 
- New Menus 
- All New Ranch Steak & Seafood 
Come join us for lunch & dinner 
HAVE A GREAT 
PARENTS WEEKEND 
••1997-98 BROCHURES AVAILABLE NOW** 
NEWIWE 
Rentals 
328 S. MAIN (OUR ONLY OFFICE) 352-5620 
Send A Smile 
Whether you're a student wanting to 
show your Mom & Dad how much you 
appreciate all they do for you, or a parent 
'brightening a day, we have a great way to do it. 
• FREAH & SILK ARRANGEMENTS • 
• BALLOON BOUQUETS • 
• STUFFED TOYS • BASKETS • 
• WOOD ITEMS • PLANTS • 
• BIRTHDAY CAKES & SNACK BASKETS • 
The Flower Basket 
352-6395* 165 S. Main St. 
We Deliver 
<Bozvt-n- Qreenery 
SUNDAY BRUNCH 
Fresh Carved Roast Beef 
& Fresh Carved Ham or Turkey 
Also includes scrambled eggs, hash browns, 
bacon, duchess potatoes, mashed potatoes 
w/gravy, desserts and a full salad bar! 
OPEN 11am-2pm 
$7.25+tax   ADULTS 
$6.95+tax   STUDENTS/ SENIOR CITIZENS 
$3.75 CHILDREN 4-11 
All Student Meal Cards Accepted 
at** 
Looking for an Inexpensive, fun night out? 
Then Kosmic Bowling Party Night 
is for l[oj|! 
KOI MIC IOWLIN0 
NI0HT 
(Glow in the Dark Bowling) 
Mondays 9:30-11:00PM 
Al Mar Lanes 
1010 N. Main St. 
359-4637 
CONVENIENCE MART 
North South 
■ 
Greenwood Centre 
OHEENW00O CEMT« IMS tl 
in Snyder's 
CHTJ£!! Pretzels 
"I 
I 
rag. $1.59 ' 
I 9»£ 
m& Barney a Esaluisa ¥88 
• Super Lotto 
• The Number 
• Instant Lott ttery 
OPEN 
• Charge all purchases 
•Including Gas 
• Money Orders: 49< 
94 HOURS! 
Inside ci cut re. 
Checkout 
the new... 
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Presidential Welcome 
■UrYwitfTkeBCNewi 
President Clinton greets supporters at a rally In Bowling Green     of the largest on his train trip to the Democratic Convention, 
at the beginning of the school year. Clinton called the crowd one 
163 S. Main 
BG 
B$?$iSRestaurant 
Make your %»£$*"* Extra Special 
mm wnh mi 
▼ WE OFFER v 
-Weekend Feature 
PKJMEM& SEAFOOD BUFFET 
PISANELLOS 
Open Weekdays at 4 p.m.; Open ai Lunch Fri., Sat. & Sun. 
203 N. Main, B.G. 352-5166 
ITEM PIZZA SALE 
A BSm. $4°°   Lg. ™Med. $5°° 
H Good at all participating locations 
I 
ENDS 
11/30/96. 
College of Musical Arts 
Opera Theater presents 
Street Scene 
Music by KurlWelll 
Libretto by Langston Hughes 
From a play by Hrner Rice 
November 8 & 9 at 8 p.m. 
Kobacker Hall 
Moore Musical Arts Center 
BGSU 
Tickets: S7.S9SSII 
Students: S5 at the door with BGSU ID 
Box of rice open weekdays noon to 6 p.m. 
For Information call (419) 372 8171 
or (8001589-2224 
Winthrop Terrace 
Welcome Parents 
to BGSU! 
Winthrop Terrace Apts. 
400 Napoleon Rd. 
352-9135 
^ 
w, ELCOME PARENTS! 
STOP IN AND SEE US! 
EYfrVSHI 
THNAVYORDK 
VERYDAY LOW PRICE $9.95 EA. 
fWO -$8.95 EA. • BUY AMY.THREE 
BGSU Sportswear Sale 
30% OFF and More! 
Mom & Dad Sportswear • BGSU Sportswear For Kids 
BGSU Alumni Sportswear • BGSU Embroidered Jackets 
BGSU Sweaters • BGSU Embroidered Polo/Golf Shirts 
Baseball Caps - Fitted & One Size (Over 60 Styles!) 
BGSU Gift Items • BGSU Ceramics & Glassware 
BGSU Appliqued Stadium Blankets & Pillows 
BGSU Clocks • BGSU Window Stickers 
And Much, Much Morel 
BEEGEE BOOK STORE 
complete ojjeampus connection 
353-2252 
ACROSS FROM HARSH MAN 
VSSBSSfP&f 
SUNDAY 10 - 3 
ATTENTION STUDENTS? 
Now here's the deal* 
[Bring this ad and at least 
one of your parents 
(it doesn't matter which 
■one) into Packages Plus... 
during Parents Weekend 
and receive a 
FREE GIFT! 
Mom or Dad will think 
you are sooooo smart, 
shopping where they 
give freebies...(don't 
worry, we won't tell them 
any different). 
See You on November 9 ft 10 
Packages plus... 
Cards and Gifts and more 
111 Railroad St. Bowling Green 352-1692 
Hours: Monday thru Friday: 10-8 Saturday: 10-6 Sunday: 12-5 
1 1 [— 
•MM 
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Parents Weekend 
Special 
Also Grandma? 
Grandpa, Sister, 
Brother, Aunt & 
Qncle Sweatshirts 
Available 
BG's Largest selection of Greek Merchandise 
$2.00 OFF 
Mom and Dad 
Sweatshirts or 
$5.00 OFF a Pair 
Exp. 11/30/96 
i ■ a ■ ■ ■ ■ ■_■ ■ ■ ■ m ■ ■ • ■ ■ ■ ■ ■•■•■■■••• a ■ ■ ■ a a * ■ 
".■■■■■■■"■^■-■-■-■-■■■-■.■.■.•.■■■.■-■■■."-■.■-■-■-■-■-•-■-■-■-■-■-■-•-■. 
Best Service - Best Quality - Best Prices 
"Sewn on. embroidered and silk 
screened letters' 
Over 250 Fabrics to choose from 
Collegiate Connection 
531 Ridge St. 
352-8333 
Saturday's football game 
will be the final one for 14 
Bowling Green seniors, 
including defensive end 
Dave Bruhowski (left). 
Eight hockey seniors are 
currently in their final 
season with Bowling 
Green, as well, including 
Brett Punchard (below). 
BO Nm photo, by Hktoki KobayuN 
Quality Steins 
And Collectibles 
SCC OUR NCUi LOCATION 
133 E. Wooster 353-6847 
Buy On« - Get One I   I  $5.00  OFF 
FREE 
POSTER 
w/Coopon Exp. 11/25/96 
30% OFF 
ANY 
Beer Banner 
W/coupon «xp. 11/25/96 
Any Die-Cast 
Purchase Over 
•25^ 
W/ coupon «xp. 11/29/96 
30% OFF 
Any Sport Related 
Metal Sign 
W/coupon 
•ml supplies last exp. 11/23/96 
Soup and 
any sandwich 
75* off 
exp. 12/31/% 
1 Dozen Bagels 
$l.oo off 
exp. 12/31/96 
^a^r^
afe^- 
Buy any 
expresso drink 
& 
get one free 
exp. 12/31/96 
FREE DELIVERY!   354-0011   Mon.- Sat 7-9 Sun. 9-5 
Where Con Ulc 
Go In B.G.? 
Visit the 
Woodland Mall! 
SVR&S & CRXFTS 
November 8-10 
3* 
5 Screen Cinema • 9 New Stores • Food Court 
UJOOdbnd moll    12»4 IV. Main (Rt. 25)  B.G. 
~
—■"—-~"~~ 419-354-4447 
BGSU RECYCLING PROGRAM 
Recycling stations can be found throughout the campus. Every residence hall and cafeteria has a designated 
ana for recycling. BGSU offices participate in paper recycling. Recycling barrels can also be found in all 
classroom buildings on campus. Off-campus students can take their recyclable* to the Bowling Green 
Recycling Center on North College Drire. located just west of the Wood County Airport 
ITEMS gggCUD ON CAMPUS 
ALUMINUM & STEEL CANS 
i     'Both can be placed in aluminum ban 
•Remove labels on steel cans 
GLASS 
•Separate by cola -Clear. Brown. & Grea 
•Labels do not have to be removed 
PLASTIC BOTTLES #1 & #2 
•Rinse bottles and throw away lids 
•No plastic bags, bowls or any plastic 
bottles #3-#7 
NEWSPAPER 
•Remove glossy or paper inserts 
•Phone books and Course books can 
be included (remove covers) 
%Sf 
372-8909 
MIXED OFFICE PAPER 
•Includes colored and white paper, all 
envelopes, index cards, non-glossy 
advertisements, and post-it notes. 
•No metals, newspaper, glossy paper.food 
wrappers, paper towels, fax paper, etc. 
MAGAZINES 
•Remove plastic wrappers, non-shiny 
covers, and product samples 
Please do not 
mix recyclable* 
Don't trash the 
World-Recycle 
CORRUGATED CARDBOARD 
•Flatten boxes 
•No waxy boxes 
•No paperboard (cereal, tissue boxes, ect) 
BGSU ICE ARENA 
Public Skating Schedule 
|Wed, Fri.«& Sat-8-10 PM 
unday 3:30-5:30 & 7-9 PM 
BGSU Students (w/I.D.) 
$2.00 admission 
$1.00 rental skates of all sizes 
BGSU Ice Arena is also available for 
private rentals. 
•public skating will not be available when the 
varsity hockey team is at home. 
CALL 372-2264 for more information 
and confirmation of these times. 
BEST OF LUCK FALCONS 
CALL RANDY AT 372-2764 for information 
about Senior Fall Hockey League. 
Teams will be forming and play will begin in a 
couple of weeks. BG students welcome to 
participate. 
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Parents1 
Weekend 
Sporting 
Events 
FRIDAY 
Hockey at home 
vs. Ferris State 
7 p.m. 
SATURDAY 
Football at home 
vs. Western Michigan 
1 p.m. 
Volleyball at home 
vs. Toledo (at BGHS) 
7 p.m. 
^WhHhf- 3CS 
Uoward's Club U 
' Moa-Sotl2-2:30om 
N. Main Saa 5 - 2:30 om 352-9951 
Still featuring 
the area's 
BEST LIVE Ml SIC!!! 
Enjoy one of 
Chicago's 
Finest Blues 
Artists 
Phil  Guy  + The 
'Chicago^Machine, 
3L,*' 
Toledo's Italian 
Restaurant 
2121 S. Reynolds 
381-8822 
Lunch, Dinner & Late Night Cravings 
Open Daily 11 a.m. to 2:30 a.m. 
Special'Parent's (Day 
Cjift Certificate 
Call for Reservations: 381-9861 
"Jiut a few •miles away from home' 
Great Meals for 
Great Prices!! 
Gift Certificates 
Available ~3ob Slants 
1726 E. Wooster 
(Located Behind BP) 
352-2193 Carry Out Available 
ST. THOMAS MORE UNIVERSITY PARISH 
Uaimtt, a, 
4MTknh.K>»»«77 
OMAJ402 
UltUSJ73JS 
Sunsoys 
1996-1997 MASS SCHEDULE 
Saturday: 5:00 pm 
10:00am 
11:30 am 
7:00 pm 
Tuesday:  Mau on Compos 
12:05-Proof Chape! 
Second Wednesday 
Of Month: Taiza Prayer 9:00 pm (STM) 
Thursday:   5:15pm(STM)  
KARAOKE 
BE THE STAR YOU ARE 
LASER LINDA S? 
Checkers Pub -every Sun.Juee., and Wed. 
9pm-1am 
College Station-every Thursday 
9pm-1am 
Campus Quarters (icmeriy MT 
Muggs) every Friday 
9:30pm-1:30 am 
RON'S LASER KARAOKE 
W       -1* ELAIfOBS OM Ti •!• F V R N AP" 
9tBB@*gl#$1Siu 
mrM'! 
WELCOME PARENTS 
SATURDAY 
HAPPY HOUR • 
• ALL DAY • 
135 N. Main 353-6912 
R.E. 
MANAGEMENT 
113 railroad St. 
352-9302 
open: Mon-Fri 
8:00-5:00 
Reserve Your 
Appartment Early For 
The 1997-1998 
School Year 
"QUALITY OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING"' 
GIFT CERTIFICATE 
Reynolds Rd 
Dominic's 
• 
Heat 
I 
aroown* 
iMaumeeRker 
Sogffiwyc* 
Mai f    \ 
Perrysburg 
V 
I-475 *> 
Akport Highway 
Rt. 24 
Rt.25 
C5 
Tim* gill cnMtMt entitles you lo $5 toward Ine purchase ot S20.00 or more Oiler 
vakd anytime Greal Kalian or Mexican food al Dommica 4 CMIMMM. or your llalun 
lavomes al Oomnc*. Enjoy a hjn, corneas youare atmoapherel Valid al 
Domrict or OoTOnei 4 Cannes Not valid with other special oilers Musi include 
tlOm bod Cetlilicale expires 430*7 
2121 S. Reynolds 381-8822 • 4709 Douglas 471-1212 
Preferred Properties 
Management Company 
530 S. Maple 352-9378 
\ 
wmm ■sssssssi 
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WAL-MART 
YOUR ONE STOP SPORT GEAR SHOP! 
# 
We have a complete line of 
BGSU Sportswear and Accessories! 
NOW AVAILABLE: 
Pro Line College & Pro Sportswear 
1120 S. MAIN at W. GYPSY LANE ROAD, BOWLING GREEN 
OPEN Monday-Saturday 7AM-11PM; OPEN Sunday 9AM-10PM 
jj  I9H      We honor all competitors'ads! • No service charge lay-away     j^AI 
Looking back at 
entertainment past 
CUT THIS 
The Associated Press 
Entertainment highlights dur- 
ing the week of Nov. 10-16: 
SO yean ago: Walt Disney's 
"Song of the South," based on the 
Uncle Remus stories, premiered 
at the Fox Theater in Atlanta. 
One of the songs from the film, 
"Zip-A-Dee Doo Dan," became a 
hit. 
40 years ago: "Love Me Ten- 
der" premiered at New York's 
Paramount Theater, starring 
Elvis Presley. The film recouped 
its $1 million production costs in 
little more than a week. 
25 years ago: Britain's biggest 
ballroom chain, Mecca, an- 
nounced plans to replace some 
live music events with 'disc ses- 
sions.' 
And Steven Spielberg's first 
full-length movie, "Duel," star- 
ring Dennis Weaver, was broad- 
cast on the ABC. It was an ABC 
Saturday night made-for-TV 
movie. 
20 years ago: Syndicated col- 
umnist Earl Wilson quoted body- 
builder Arnold Schwarzenegger 
as saying, "I find if you train the 
mind you can do anything. I can 
see myself going from top body- 
builder to top actor." Schwar- 
zenegger was about to be seen in 
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the documentary film "Pumping 
Iron." 
And "I'm mad as hell, and I'm 
not going to take it anymore" be- 
came the catch phrase of Paddy 
Chayefsky's film, "Network." 
The film, starring Peter Finch, 
Faye Dunaway and William Hoi- 
den, premiered at New York's 
Sutton theater. It was directed by 
Sidney Lumet. 
Ten years ago: Bruce Spring- 
steen set off a sales frenzy with 
the release of his five-record 
album, "Bruce Springsteen and 
the E Street Band Live, 1975-85." 
It was the first time in 10 years 
that an album debuted at the top 
of Billboard magazine's pop LP 
chart, and the first time that a 
five-album set has been in Bill- 
board's Top 25, let alone No. 1. 
And Irish rock singer Bob Gel- 
dof, who masterminded an Inter- 
national campaign for African 
famine   relief,   received   the 
$100,000 Third World Prize. The 
Third World Foundation cited 
Geldof for his extraordinary 
effort to help the needy. Geldof 
was involved with Band Aid, Live 
Aid and Sport Aid, which raised 
more than $130 million for fam- 
ine relief. 
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